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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the results of Task I under Contract
DA 44-177-AMC-225(T). Hughes Tool Company - Aircraft Division con-
ducted a 20-hour follow-on flight test program on the XV-9A Hot Cycle
Research Aircraft to provide additional technical data for evaluation of
Hot Cycle propulsion system performance and operating characteristics.

During the tests, performed from 30 April 1965 through Z6 August 1965,
the performance, structural qualities, and stability and control of the
hot Cycle rotor and propulsion system were evaluated in greater depth
than that practical during the initial 15 -hour flight test program. The
20 hours of flight testing involved expansion oL flight envelope and
included evaluation of aircraft and rotor system performance, flight
loads, cooling, and flying qualities in various flight modes. At the con-
clusion of flight testing, a ground test of the tethered rotor system was
performed, followed by a teardown inspection of the aircraft. The tear-
down inspection was completed on 23 December 1965.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared in accordance with Contract DA 44-177-AMC-
2Z5(T) with the U, S. Army Aviation Materiel Labcoratories. The con-
tract became effective on 17 March 1965. Work on Task I was completed
on 23 December 1965. The report summarizes the 20-hour follow-on
flight test program of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft, U. S.
Serial Number 64-15107.

The work was accomplished by Hughes Tool Company - Aircraft Division
in Culver City, California, under the direction of Mr. H. 0. Nay, Direc-
tor of Aeronautical Engineering, and under the direct supervision of
Mr. C. R. Smith, Manager, Hot Cycle Depariment. This report was
prepared by C. W. Pieper and N. B. Hirsh.

Task II, under the above contract, concerns the preliminary design of a
rotor system tor a Hot Cycle heavy-lift helicopter. This work will be
reported under separate cover.
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SUMMARY

This report presents the results of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research
Aircraft 20-hour follow-on flight test program and, in addition, presents
the results of the rotor system tether test and of the teardown inspection.
The XV-9A (see Figure 1) was designed and constructed by Hughes Tool
Company - Aircraft Division under contract to the United States Army
Aviation Materiel Laboratories (USAAVLABS), Fort Eustis, Virginia, to
perform research flight testing of the Hughes Hot Cycle propulsion sys-

tem. The Hot Cycle propulsion system provides power to the rotor by
means of high-energy gas flow ejected from nozzles located at the tip of

each rotor blade, producing tangential thrust on the blade and driving
torque for the lifting rotor.

'4N

Figure 1. XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft.



I
Initial flight testing of the XV-9A aircraft under Contract DA 44-177-AMC-
877(T) was conducted from November 1964 through February 1965 and
consisted of approximately 15 hours of flight. Results of this testing
were reported in Reference!. I.
The 20-hour follow-on flight test program was flown to provide additional
technical data for further evaluation of both the Hot Cycle prupilsion sys-
tem performance and operating characteristics, structural loads and
temperatures, flight envelope expansion, and single-engine opcration
and the XV-9A flying qualities during hover, clinib, level flight, and
autorotational descents.

The aircraft was extensively instrumented for measurement of structural
loads, temperatures, performance, vibration, control positions, rates,
and attitudes prior to the start of flight tests. The instrumentation sys-
tems that produced these data were calibrated prior to the start of testing
and, where appropriate, recalibrated during the course of the test pro-
gram to ensure maximum accuracy of results. For a description of the
test aircraft, refer to the section that follows. A description of the test
instrumentation systems is given in Appendix I.

Flight testing was accomplished at the Hughes Culver City fa( ility and at
Edwards Air Force Base. Within the allowable flight envelope of the
aircraft, all normal helicopter flight modes were evaluated. These
included lift-off to hover, steady hovering flight both in and out of ground
effect, hovering turns, sideward and rearward flight, climb, level flight,
single-engine rotor flight, minimum-power descents, approach to hover,
and landing.

Flight testing was accomplished by the contractor during the period
30 April through 26 August 1965. The initial portion of the flight test
program consisted of shakedown and checkout flights at the contractor's
facility in Culver City, California. After satisfactory shakedown flights,
the aircraft was flown to Edwards Air Force Base, California, where I
the majority of the testing was accomplished.

During the flight test program, 23 flights were flown with a total of
19 hours 32 minutes of flight time. The aircraft was flown to Culver
City from Edwards Air Force Base following successful completion of
flight testing.

At the conclusion of flight testing, a rotor system tether test was accorm-
plished. During this test, the rotor system was restrained by a horizon-
tal thrust-measuring apparatus. Engine and rotor system temperatures
and pressures were observe.d and recorded.

2



Subsequent to rotor system tether testing, a teardown inspection of the
aircraft was accomplished for the purpose of determining the effect of
35 hours nf flight. N- sigi-icant dis crepancies were noted.

During the course of the flight test program, several supporting fatigue
tests of rotor system components were run. As a result of this testing,

a revised rotor blade spar service life of 1,590 hours is predicted.

Results of testing and fatigue life analysis are included in this report

as Appendixes II and III, respectively.
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RESULTS

Irir.e objective of the XV-gA Hot Cycle Reseat ch Aircraft, to obtain basic

flight research data on the Hot Cycle Rotor System, has been accorn-

plished by the completion of the 20-hour follow-on flight test program.

This program has obtained data on structural loads, performance, sta-
bility, control, vibration, and operating characteristics at various flight

speeds, altitudes, rotor speeds, center-of-gravity locations, gross

weights, and load factors within the allowable flight envelope of the

aircraft,

The measured performance of the Hot Cycle propulsion system in hover,
climb, and level flight was determined to be in agreement with the pre-

dicted performance, based on the actual parasite drag and blade profile
pewer factor of the XV-9A aircraft. Data are presented for the observed
XV-9A performance with YT-64 engines, and further analysis and data

are shown for predicted XV-9A performance, based on aircraft drag and
* rotor blade improvements and the use of fully qualified current production
T-64 engines.

''The aircraft performance in forward flight, climb, and hover was limited
* by the available collective pitch rather than power. This control system

limitation is applicable to this particular rotor, originally designed as a
ground test unit.

The performance of the gas reaction yaw control system was generally

-satisfactory. However, it was detrimental. to overall Hot Cycle system
performance for zonditions where maximum rotor power was desired.

This deleterious effect is primarily due to the increase in exit area seen
by the engines when the yaw valve is open.

in hover, the control power in pitch and roll was found to be adequate to
meet the specific control response requirements of MIL-H-8501A. Com-
parison of the measured control response with theoretical predictions
shows good agreement, indicating that the XV-9A free-floating hub rotor
control power characteristics can be predicted by theory. This was also
true of the theoretical calculations of rotor damping in roll (forward
flight), which showed good agreement with measured roll damping.

Maximum level flight speed at forward arid mid center of gravity was
120 knots, which was limited by available collective pitch travel. Suf-
ficient power and longitudinal control margin existed for a speed of

approximately 130 knots.

4



Speed stability was found to be neutral in level flight. Improvement in
speed stability could be obtained by increasing the nose-dow-n stabilizcr
incidence at the expense of reduced forward stick margin at higher speeds.

The XV-9A has neutral effective dihedral in level flight. The static direc-
tional stability in level flight was found to be approximately neutral. The
primary reason for the rather low directional stability was attributed to
the V-tail operating in the region of low dynamic pressure created by
the large flow separation at the rotor hub-pylon junction. A drag cleanup
in this area wovld improve the stability, both directionally and laterally.

Structural loads in critical components were determined for ali flight
conditions and, in general, these loads are shown to be in accordance
with the structural design criteria. The rotor blade cyclic chordwise
bending moments (span axial loads) were found to be higher than desired
for the maximum speed level flight condition and during some pilot-
induced conditions.

Analysis of predicted blade service li[e based on an actual flight loads
frequency spectrum and post-flight fatigue testing shows a blade fatigue
life of 1, 590 hours (refer to page 159).

The autorotational capability of the Hot Cycle rutor was determined
during minimum power descents. Full autorotative landings were not
accomplished because of control system limitations and directional
stability characteristics.

Rotor speed-governing characteristics for hover and level flight were
satisfactory and engine matching was accomplished by engine power
levers. The concept of two gas generators with mixed exhaust flow
-nowern. , a Hot Cycle rotor was determined to be satisfactory with cer-

tain engine control system refinements.

The results of rotor blade tether tests verified that the theoretical analy-
sis of Hot Cycle system perntrmance is essentially correct. The tether
test data indicated that rotor performance can be improved by some
refinement of the blade-tip cascade nozzles. These data also confirmed
the theoretical duct friction factor of 0. 003.

The rotor system leakage test and teardown inspection conducted follow-
ing completion of flight aaid ground tests revealed no significant change in
system leakage or wear in critical components,

5
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I

RECOMMENDATIONSJ

Based on the flight test results obtained during the Z0-hour follow-on
program and on the previous 15-hour flight test program, the following
recommendations are submitted:

1. Conduct a structural development test program to accumulate
design criteria necessary for development of advanced Hot
Cycle rotor systems ha~ving an increased service life of rotor
components subject to vibratory loads. Particular emphasis
would be given to the blade spars, their attachment configu-
ration, blade ducting, seals, hot gas valves, bellows, and
insulating techniques.

2. Extend the scope of the Task II rotor system preliminary
design effort to include an extensive preliminary design of
the complete aircraft. Included in this expanded effort would
be a comprehensive aircraft preliminary design with special
emphasis given to operational, performance, weight, and
structural characteristics.

3. Initiate expanded design studies of the benefits and penalties
associated with increasing the cruise speed and range capa-
bilities of Hot Cycle helicopters through the use of compounding
by the addition of wings and cruise fans.

4. Conduct a study of the rotor power management systems to
develop parameters necessary for design of the mechanical
portion of the system, and for development of fuel control
and rotor governing system requirements. This study should
consider single- and multiple-engine aircraft that would
utilize 1970 state-of-the-art engines. The study should also
consider the benefits and penalties associated with either
combining the exhaust of multiple gas generators or maintain-
ing separate exhaust flow through the use of concentric ducting. 'I
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DESCRTPTION OF TEST AIRCRAFT

The XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft is a helicopter having a three-
bladed Hot Cycle pressure jet rotor driven by high-energy gases pro-
duced by two General Electric YT-64 gas generators. The exhaust gas
flow produced by the YT-64 gas generators is ducted through J-85
diverter valves, transition ducts, hub, and blade ducts to blade-tip
cascade nozzles that produce the rotor driving torque.

A general arrangement drawing of the aircraft follows (Figure 2). A
detailed description of the aircraft structure, systems, characteristics,
and dceign criteria is given in Reference 3.

WEIGHT SUMMARY

Pounds

Empty weight 8, 656
Design minimum gross weight 10, 000
Design gross weight 15,300 *
Design alternate overload gross weight

(external load) Z5, 500
Aircraft weight with zero fuel, crew,

and normal instrumentation (actual) 10, 645
Fuel (maximum) 3, ZOO
Ballast (internal) 1,455

PERFORMANCE (Design Objectives)

Gross
Weight Altitude and Speed

Maximum Speed 15, 300 Sea Level Standard 140
Maximum Speed 10,000 Sea Level Standard 150

ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Number of blades 3
Rotor radius 27. 6 feet
Blade area (3 blades) 217. 5 square feet
Disc area 2039Z. 0 square feet
Rotor solidity 0.091
Blade chord 31.5 inches
Blade airfoil NACA 00 18

7 
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I
Blade twist -8 degrees f
Hot gas ducts

Number of ducts per blade 2
Total duct area per blade 54. 8 square inches 1
Blade-tip cascade area per

blade (closure valve open) 37. 5 square inches

ROTOR SPEED

VT

mm_ (fps)

Design operational power-on
or power-off 243 (100-percent NR) 700
Design minimum, power-on
or power-off 225 648
Design maximum, power-on
(red line) 255 734
Design maximum, power-off
(red line) 255 734

.Rotor speed, limit, power-on
or power-off Z95 848

POWERPLANT

2 YT 64-6 Gas Generators I0;4"

T T Pressure Prescure Gas Flow (24)
(deg R) (deg F) Ratio (psig) (ib/sec)

SLS Normal 1,499 1,039 2.61 23.6 Z3.8
Rated

SLS Military 1,577 1,117 2.83 26.9 25.0
Rated

OVERALL DIMENSIONS Feet

Aircraft length (rotor turning) 59.70
Fuselage length 44. 17
Tread of mi wheels 1.00
Height (to top of rotor hub) 1 2. 40
Width (across lateral pylons) 1 2. 20

8
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E MPENNAGE

Area (total) 54. 0 square feet
Dihedrai 45.0 degrees
Sweep 7. 5 degrees
lncider.ce (referenced to l. 0 degreerotor shaft) *5-degree adjustment
Chord 3. 50 feet
Span 15. 40 feet
Aspect ratio (geometric) 4. 35
Airfoil NACA 0012
Rudder chord (37. 5 percent,
including overhang) 1.31 feet
Rudder span 15.40 feet
Rudder area 19.90 square feetRudder deflection *20. 0 degrees

MAXIMUM CONTROL DISPLACEMENTS

Cyclic control
Longitudinal cyclic pitch *10 degrees
Longitudinal cyclic stick travel 11 inches
Lateral cyclic pitch *7 degrees
Lateral cyclic pitch stick travel 10 inches

Collective
Collective-pitch travel 12 degrees
Collective -stick travel 7. 5 inches

Rudder pedal (from neutral)
Full left 3.0 inches
Full right 3. 0 inches

ii
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FLIGHT TESTS

iNSPECTION ANDu MAIINTENANCE PERIOD

The flight test program was preceded by an inspection and maintenance
period to prepare the aircraft and its test instrumentation for additional
testing followi ,g the initial flight testing conducted under Contract DA 44-
177-AMC-877(T). The tasks and changes accomplished during the
inspection and maintenance period are described in detail in Appendix IV.
The major items accomplished were as follows:

1. Disassembly of the rotor blades; inspection of the blade spars,
blade segments, ducts, retention straps, root-end flexures;
and replacement of spar-to-segment attachment bolts

2. Inspection of.the rotor-hub structure and ducting

3. Inspection of the fuselage, empennage, power module, and
landing gear

4. Inspection of the engines, diverter valves, propulsion controls,
and propulsion-system ducting

5. Replacement of engine S/N 0Z7 with engine S/N 101

6. Removal and inspection of the rotor hydraulic power-control
actuators

7. Replacement of 3/3Z-inch-diameter rudder cables with
1/4-inch-diameter cables

8. Rerigging of rudders to 7 degrees right with neutral yaw-
control valve

9. Installation of nacelle to fuselage stiffening struts (these were
later removed after flight 23 as a result of 3-per-rev vibration

problems)

10. Removal, inspection, and recalibration of instrumentation and
test equipment

11. Reinstallation of rotor-blade strain gages and recalibration of
the blue-blade assembly in a static test fixture

lz
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SUMMARY OF TESTING

Flight testing consisted of an initial checkout and shakedown phase at

Culver City, California, a ferry flight to Edwards Air Force Base,

California, flight tests at Ed- ard;i AFB, and a ferry flight back to

Culver City at the termination of those tests. A summary of all ground

and flight operations is shown in Table I.

Shakedown and checkout of the aircraft prior to ferry to Edwards AFB
consisted of seven flights to functionally check out the aircraft, its sys-

tems, and its test instrumentation and to resolve vibratory problems
connected with fuselage/engine nacelle resonance characteristics. The

overall vibration level was made acceptable by removal of the fuselage to
the nacelle stiffening struts, by installation of a tie-cable between the

stabilizer tips, and by placement of detuning ballast weights at the fuse-

lage nose and tail and at each engine nacelle.

Rotor blade cyclic loads were carefully analyzed during the shakedown
period, as a result of failures that had occurred in the specimen blade
spars during the blade root-end fatigue test program (Reference 4). A
flight loads spectrum obtained during flight 26 (which included flight

maneuvers at altitudes up to 5, 000 feet) yielded blade cyclic loads that
were considered to be representative of condition3 to be encountered in

the ensuing flight test program.

Following analysis and review of these data, it was determined that the

blade-spar fatigue life was adequate to complete the flight test program

as planned, provided precautions were taken in the form of additional
blade stress instrumentation, visual inspection, and the reduction and
analysis of blade stress data following each flight. In this manner, the
blade-life load spectrum was contin ,,uous•ly evaluated during the course of

flight testing to ensure safety of flight at all times. A detailed discussion
of the rotor-blade fatigue lift is presented in Appendix II. Supporting

test data are presented in Appendix III.

As a result of an increase in rotor control loads anticipated for the

expanded flight envelope of the follow-on flight test program, a fatigue
test of a typical rotor control system rod end was accomplished. The
results of this fatiouli tft a-Qrq •-,•,luded as Appendix V.

The XV-9A was ferried to Edwards AFB, California, on 9 June 1965.

The flight was made at an altitude of 5, 000 to 6, 000 feet at 70-knot IAS.

Flight testing at Edwards AFB consisted of 15 flights, during which
the majority of the test data for this follow-on program were obtained.

13



TABLE I
FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS SUMMARY

___(U. S. Army 15107)

Operating Times
Flight (hr)

Numbet Date Purpose Engine 1 Engine 2 Rotor Flight

Ground 4-16-65 Engine and rotor shakedown; 0:49 0:44 0:25 -
Run rotor tracking checkout;

systems checkout
Ground 4-Z0-65 Rotor tracking and balance; 0:59 0:58 0:36 -

Run engine, operating data;

single-engine rotor operation
Ground 4-21-65 Rotor tracking and balance; 1:01 1:02 0-46 -

Run Nf governing checkout
"Ground 4-2-65 Rotor tracking and balance 0:32? 0:39 0:21 -

Run
Grousd 4-23-65 Rotor balance; engine accel- 1:16 1:29 0:47 -

Run eration checks
Ground 4-?6-65 Rotor "alance with tie-down 0:33 0:39 0:13 -

Run cables installed
Ground 4-27-65 Rotor balance; engine accel- 1:14 1:20 0:1l -

Run eration characteristics
Ground 4-28-65 Ground instability test; rotor 1:24 1:29 1:13 -

Run governing setup; engine-rotor
acceleration data

22 4-30-65 Hovering flikht checkout; 1:21 1:34 0:52 0:18
ground run rotor track and
balance; electrical failure
simulation

Ground 5-3-65 Rotor balance and tracking; 1:03 1:08 0:44 -
Run engine idle adjustment; engine-

rotor operating data toOeL 7 5 a I0*
23 5-4-65 Functional flight test; ground 1:24 1:33 1:10 0:39

run rotor balance and trackine;
engine-rotcr acceleration data

Giound 5-6-65 Scheduled flight 24, vibration 0:08 0:11 - -
Run investigation; aborted due to

engine I fuel control malfunction
Ground 5-7-65 Engine I ftel control checkout; 0:42 -

Run fuel control S/N 22284 installed
(from engine S/N 010-4)

.round 5- 10-65 E-gine 1 fuel control ch.ckout, 04 - -
Run fuel control SIN 23249 installed

(from engine S/N 027-1A)
Ground 5-11-65 Engine 1 functional checkout 1:46 0:51 0:39

Run with fuel control S/N 23249
Ground 5-12-65 Engine 1 functional checkout; 0:36 0:10 -

Run variable geometry rigging and
density adjustment

Ground 5-13-65 Tie-down run; engine-rotor 1:05 1:10 0:50
Run operating characteristics at

e0.75' 10; emergency shutdown
evaluation; rotor governing
system deactivation checkout

24 5-17-65 Vibration investigation; flight 1:39 1:56 1:23 0:45
24A with basic configuration;
flight 24 B and C with II-lb
stabilizer weights .,.stalled;
flight 24D with 18-lb stabi-
lizer weights installed

14



TABLF I (Continued)

Operating Times
F light (hr)

Number Date Purpose Engine I Engine 2 Rotor Flight

25 5-18-65 Vibration investigation; flight 1:25 1:31 1:13 0:40
25C with 7-lb stabilizer
weights and tail normal;

flight 25A with 40-lb tail
weights and 18-lb stabilizer
weights; flight 25B with 30-lb
tail weights and ll-lb stabilizer
weights

26 5-21-65 Malibu test area; climb to I;13 1:16 1:09 0:55
5, 000 feet; level flight at
5. 000 and 3, 000 feet and at
50-. 60-, and 70-kn LAS

Ground 5-24-65 Engine operating data; over- 1:0Z 1:;0 0:41
Run board; cleaned compressor,

engine 2; engine 2 variable
geometry rigging; single-
engine rotor operation

Ground 5-25-65 Engine topping check at 0:25 0:30 0:lZ
Run 60.75 = 10.5' (niaxirnum)

with 99 percent NR
27 5-26-65 Blade loads; effect of cg 0:45 0:49 0:37 0:22

variation; flight 27A at fwd
cg and flight Z7B at aft cg;
level flight at 80-kt and 20°
banked turns

(Removed engine 101 -ý- -nd installed engine 027-IA in left nacelle)

(S/N 027- IA)
GroundI 6-4-65 Functional checkout, engine 1:18 0:28 0:24

Run 027-IA; tie-down run and
topping check to rotor

i! 6-4-65 Vibration investigation; stabi- 0:39 0:41 0:26 0:16
lizer tie-cable installed;
functional test flight with
engine 0Z7-1A installed

29 6-9-65 Ferry flight to Edwards Air 1:47 1:39 1:30 1:10
Force Base; clir.'ih to 5, 000-
foot cruise altitude

Ground 6-16-65 Engine leak check, fuel mnani- 0:05 0:07 -
Run fold change

30 6-17-65 Hover evaluaticn at Edwards 1:46 1:46 1:39 1:23
AFB; le,-el flight at 3, 200 ft
and at 50-, 60-, 75-, and
95-kn; sideslips; directional
and lateral pulses; 55- and
75-kn run-on landings

31 6-22-65 Sawtooth climbs at 40-, 60-, 1:36 1:34 1:10 1;00
and 70-kn and at 3. 500 to 4, 500
ft; level flight at 5, 500 ft
and at 73. 5 kn; climb 3, 000 it
to 6, 000 ft; level flight at 6, 500
ft and at 50 kn

115 .



TABLE I (Continued)

Operating Tinmes

Flight (hr)

Number Date Purpose Engine I Engine 2 Rctor Flight

3Z 6-24-65 Check climb to 6, 500 ft-hp at 1:46 1:44 1:38 1:16
55 kn; level flight at 6, 500

ft-hp and at 50-, 61-, 70-,

and 81-kn IAS; level flight at

3, 200 ft-lip; 1, 2 g symmetrical

pll-up at 60 kn; lcvel flight at *

3, 200 it and at 95-kn LAS

33 6-28-65 Hover performance at NR = 1:09 1:09 1:03 0:48

100 percent; hover stability

with cyclic pulses and step

inputs

34 6-30-65 Functional checkout, warning 0:44 0:45 0:Zq 0:06

light system; flight plan not

accomplished due to warning
light malfunction

Ground 7-1-65 Functional checkout, warning 0:17 0:16 0:09 -

Run light system and flight control

system dither

35 7-2-65 Climb to 7, 500 It; speed 1:52 1:54 1: 47 1:25

stability at .15 to 65 in; speed-

power at 7, 500 ft and at

50-, 60-, and 75-kn LAS;

sawtooth climbs and descents;
speed-powbr at 3, 200 ft

36 7-7-65 Speed-power at 5, 500 ft den- 1:34 1:37 1:29 1:11
sity altitude and at 97- and
I 00-percent NR; pacer

aircraft airspeed calibration

(T-37); speed stability with

mid-cg, symmetrical pull-ups

37 7-9-65 Climb to 6,000 ft with fwd 0:57 0:57 0:51 0:39

cg; longitudinal controllability.

climb and descent; dire::tional
characteristics, descent

38 7-13-65 I-lover performance at NR 1:53 1:53 1:46 I:22
100 percent; airspeed calibra-
tion, OH-6A pacer at 4Z to
95-kn LAS; climb to 8, 500 it;
'evel flight at 8, 500 ft and at

50-, 60-, and 70-kn LAS

39 7-15-65 Climb to 8. 050 it; single- 1:24 1:24 1:15 0:45

engine rotor operation during

descent; longitudinal control-

lability with aft cg

(Removed engine 026-.1B and installed ,rgine 101-3A in right nacelle)

(S/N 101-3A)

Ground 7-26-65 Functionai checkout and variable 0:28 1:21 0:21

Run geometry tracking, engine S/N
101-3A; topping and acceleration

checks; fuel control S/N 22626

installed 3

16



TABLE I (Continued)

UJperating Times

Flight (hr)
Number Date Purpose Engine I Engine ;2 Rotor Flight

40 7-27-65 Climb to 8,600 it; sirgle- 1:05 1:02 0:52 0:25
engine de.-cent with Engine !

overboard
41 7-29-65 Hover performance, IGE with 1:03 0:57 0:52 0:27

NR = 97, 100 and 103 percent;

hover turns to 900 with 1- and
2-inch pedal deflection; chaso
aircraft ajorted flight

Ground 7-30-65 Functional checkout of diverter- 0:18 0:11 0:06 -

Run valve operation and of diverter-
valve position switches

Ground 8-2-65 Flight plan discontinued due lo 0:16 0:12 0:04 -

Run diverter-valve i pos.it.4n usdi-
cating light malfunction

Ground 8-4-65 Functional checkout, diverter- 0:16 0:10 0:06 -

Run valve I
42 8-5-65 Climb tu 10, 000 ft; speed- 1:36 1:33 1:28 0:53

power at 10, 000 ft and at
55 kn; single-engine descent
with engine Z overboard to
4. 100 ft; hover performance

at 97, 100, and 103 percent NR
43 8-12-65 Hover performance, OGE; 2:37 2:29 2:17 1:33 , f

symrmetrical pull-ups at 60-kn
and at 3. 500 ft; descent
from 6,000 ft; hover per- ,

formance IGE
Ground 8-18-65 Functional checkout of 0:22 0:20 0:15 0:04

Run revised bolt installation on

rear spar outboard hole
Ground 8-25-65 Functional checkout, replaced 0:31 0:27 0:19 0:03

Run blue-blade tip segment;
rebalanced rotor

44 8-26-65 Ferry flight to Culver City; 1:27 1:21 1:15 1:07
mpeed-power. 6. 500 ft at
95 percent NR !

Ground 9-1-65 Diverter-valve leakage test 0:33 0:36 0:34 9
Run

Program Total 29:39 33:53 39:23 19:32-

Prior Total 0:00 31:38 45:22 15:42
Cumulative Total 29:39 65:31 84:45 35:14

17I
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The significant portions of the test data and their analyses are presen-
ted in the section titled Flight Test Results.

FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES

The aircraft was extensively instrumentcd for measurement of engine and
rotor performance, structural blade loads and temperatures, aircraft
rates and attitudes, control p-sitions, and flight parameters. Continu-
ous data records were taken during flight. All instrumentation was cali-
brated prior to the start of the program, and check calibrations were
accomplished at periodic intervals during the program to ensure maxi-
mum accuracy of test data. Instrumentation calibration was accomplished
again after completion of the test program.

The XV-9A flight operations at Edwards AFB were based at the Army
Aviation Test Activity (ATA) hangar. Chase aircraft support was sup-
plied by ATA, and all flights were accompanied by a chase aircraft
(normally a helicopter) with aerial photo coverage provided by Hughes
personnel. Crash and fire protection was supplied by Edwards AFB
personnel,

Flights were scheduled on a weekly basis in accordance with Edwards AFB
flight test preparations procedures. The normal flight schedule was for
two flights per week of more than 1 -hour duration each. Flights were
scheduled during early morning hours because of the more favorable
atmospheric conditions for testing. A typical daily flight test activity was
as follows:

0430 Crew reports
0600 Engine start
0615 Takeoff
0730 Land
0740 Engine shutdown
0945 Flight data, test logs, and instrumentation

setup and status sheets sent to Culver City
via liaison aircraft

1300 Postflight debriefing and planning meeting, Culver City

All flight test operations were preceded by a standard preflight inr c-
tion of the airframe, rotor, engines, and systems to ensure safety of
flight and proper operation of the aircraft. Postflight inspection of
the entire aircraft, systems, and test instrumentation was accomplished.
The rotor blade spars were iLrpected at blade station 91 after each
flight to ensure continued structural integrity. This inspectionwas neces-
sitated by the occurrence of a fatigue crack on the (specimen) spars at

18



this location on the blade root-end fatigue test specimen (Reference 4).
No discrepancies were found in this area during the course of the pro-
gram.

Preflight and postflight inspection signoff sheets werL used to guide I
maintenance personnel and to provide recorded verification of co"m-pleted

items. All work items accomplished on the aircraft between flights were
entered on work sheets that described the task to be done and provided a
record of all changes and maintenance performed on the aircraft. These
items were authorized by the engineer in charge and were signed off and
stamped by the inspector to denote completion. A configuration and
change log is included as Appendix VI.

Two-way radio communication between the XV-9A and ground personnel
was maintained during all flight operations, for monitoring and coordina-
ting test operations. A flight test log was kept for each flight test opera-
tion, to document operating time and pilot observations and to facilitate
data reduction.

Data handling was expedited by means of a liaison aircraft - a sir gle-
engine Cessna 210 - that was operated between Edwards AFB and the
contractor's facility at Culver City. The flight data, consisting of
undeveloped oscillograph rolls and photo panel film, Brown recorder
rolls, instrumentation setup and status sheets, and the flight test log
were assembled at Edwards AFB immediately following each test flight
and were flown to Culver City, where data processing and reduction were
accomplished. Transcription of the pilot's comments from the airborne
tape recorder was accomplished at Edwards AFB following each flight.

The aircraft's weight and center of gravity were determined by actual
weighing of the in-flight configuration at the beginning and at the end of
the flight test period at Edwards AFB. The final weight and balance

check was accomplished at the Weights Hangar at Edwards AFB. The
aircraft weight and balance sheets showing the actual weighing results
are included in Appendix VII. Correlation with previous weighing at
Culver City was satisfactory.

The in-flight center of gravity and gross weight were computed from fuel
quantity readings taken at each data point and at frequt-it interva!l1 during
flight. Center-of-gravity control was accomplished by means of pilot
management of the individual fuel quantities in the forward and aft fuel
cells during flight. This procedure was accomplished by crossfeeding
both engines from either the forward or the aft fuel cell until the desired
center of gravity was attained.

19
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS I
The aircraft was evaluated and test data -vere recorded for evaluation of
Hot Cycle system performance, structural loads and temperatures, sta-
bility and control characteristics and -vlbration levels for the following
flight conditions:

1. Engine and rotor start
2. Rotor acceleration
3. Taxi and ground handling
4. Hovering

a. Steady hover, IGE and OGE
b. Hover turns

5. Transition to forward flight
6. Approach to hover
7. Climb
8. Level flight,
9. Level flight turns at 20- and 30-degree bank angle

10. Single-engine rotor flight
11. Symmetrical pull-ups
12. Sideward flight to right and left
13. Rearward flight
14. Descents, normal and minimum-power
15. Landing

The flight test results are presented in following paragraphs. In addi-
tion, a qualitative evaluation of the aircraft is presented in Appendix VIII.
Because of the large volume of flight test data recorded, only the signifi-
cant portions are presented. All other flight test data are on file at the
contractor's facility.

Structural Data

Load levels observed during the 20-hour flight test pror -ain on the XV-9A
were essentially the same as those observed during the , a-hour flight test
program (Reference 1) for comparable speeds, altitudes, and load factors.
The loadr reported on the following pages cover flight to higher speeds,
higher altitudes, and higher load factors than those shown in Reference 1.

Figures 3 through 9 present the variation of the significant structural
cyclic loads wi"L increasing airspeed in stabilized level flight.

Figure 10 is the V-n diagram for the XV-9A at sea level and at a gross
weight of 13, 000 pounds. Since the data poirts shown on this figure were

20
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obtained at various altitudes and gross weights, the points were corrected
on a CT/C' basis to sea level standard and to 13, 000-pound gross weight
by means of the equation

n (measured) x W (at time of test)n (sea level std, 13, 000 Ib) = 100(~ 0
13,000 (p/p0)

(No correction for rotor speed is necessary, inasmuch as all
tests were conducted at approximately 100-percent rotor speed,)

The cyclic blade loads were observed to increase appreciably in the air-
speed range from 110 to 120 knots where the collective pitch required
approached and reached maximum (9. 8 degrees). Lower cyclic blade
loads in this region would be expected to result from parasite drag reduc-
tion and improved blade profile power factor, as discussed in the
Performance section of this report.

Figures 11 through 17 present the variation of the significant structural
cyclic loads with increasing load factor during maneuvers at approxi-
mately 70- to 80-knot airspeed, including pull-ups and turns. The load
factors used on these plots are corrected to sea level and to 13, 000-pound
gross weight by the preceding equation. The flapwise bending loads show
an increase at 1. 6 -g adjusted load factor. Otherwise, there is a small
effect of load factor on cyclic loads. iI

rFlt 32X 12 -- _ _ _ _
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Figure 11. Peak Cyclic Spar Axial Load at
Station 90.75 Versus Load Factor. 3
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at Station 100 Versus Load Factor.
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Rotor blade cyclic chordwise bending moments (spar axial load) were
very closcety monitored during the test program. Table II is a tabulationn
of actual cycle counts of cyclic spar axial loads greater than 7, 000 pounds
for all flights from flight Z8 to the end of the program. Figures 18 through
21 present cyclic spar axial lead spectra for four flights sampled during
this program. These flights are considered to be representative of all
flights flown at Edwards AFB during this program. A combination of data
presented in Table II and Figures 18 through 21 was used to evaluate
fatigu," damage to the main rotor blades on a flight-by-flight basis.

6,000 - , _
Cvhordwise _Morn e l

Spar Axial Load 15.38 ,
5, 00-0-

F'lt,26

4- -'0- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3,000

2, 000

:D 1 000
0

, 70 1 7

P,• 60

U 50

z 0

50zo -

3,000 4.000 5.000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000

CYCLIC AXIAL LOAD AT STA 90.75 - LB

Figure 18. Blade Spar Cyclic Axial Load Spectrum, Flight 26.
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Figure 19. Blade Spar Axial Load Spectrum, Flight 31.
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Figure 22 shows the amplitude of peak cyclic chordv'ise blade bending
moments along the span of the blade duiing level flight at 120-knot TAS.

The variation of cyclic flapwise blade bending moments along the span of
the blade is shown on Figure 23 for level flight at 120 knots. Approxi-
mately 7,650 in. -lb of the peak of 15, 400 in. -lb that occurred near blade
station 65 is due to the coupling of chordwise fatigite loads.

For a number of stabilized level flight conditions, blue-blade pitch link
load was measured at the points corresponding to blue-blade azimluth
positions of 90 degrees (advancing blade) and 270 degrees (retreating blade).

Figure 24 presents these measured pitch link loads versus tip Mach
number. Also shown on Figur, 24 are pitch link loads for the same points
with the load due to strap windup subtracted out, leaving essentially the
load due to aerodynamic forces. The increase in pitch link load due to
the aerodynamic loads at the extremes of MT obtained is small compared
with the load due to strap windup, indicating that the NACA 0018 airfoil
used is free of significant moment divergence up to MT = 0, 82 on the
advancing tip and up to 11.46-degree angle of attack at MT = 0.45 to 0. 50
on the retreating tip.

Str actural and Operating Temperatures

1. Rotor Temperatures

Temperatures of the rotor and associated, components were recorded on
a Brown recorder. Inputs from thermocouples were located in various
parts of the blades and were channeled to three switching boxes, then to
a hot reference junction box, through the rotor slip ring, finally termi--
nating at the Brown recorder.

Data from the Brown recorder were read and analyzed and produced
operating temperatures of the following rotor components and systems:
(1) blade tip gas, (2) front and rear spars, (3) flexures, (4) ribs, (5) spar
cooling air, (6) outer skins, (7) gas duct walls, (8) rotor shaft, (9) tip
transducer housing, (10) blade root cooling air, (11) rotor spoke assern-
bly, (12) ball joint inner surface, (13) upper and lower bearings, and (14)
inboard articulate duct seals.

Figure 25 shows the location of the thermocouples along the rotor and its
accompanying tabulation summarizes the maximum ternperatures
recorded during the flight test program (flights 23 through 44) together
with the estimated limit temperatures associated with that section of the
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rotor. Striuctural temper-atures of th THo Cyl proptezii.
including the blade spars, skins, ribs, flexures, ducts, hub, bearings, I
and shaft, were at or below the estimated operating temperatures and in
most cases considerably below the design temperatures for the maximulm

power condition.

II

2. Powerplant and Airframe Temperatures

Temperatures of the powerplant and airframe components were recorded
in a manner sim; to that for the rotor temperatures, except that no
hot reference juyut -,.a box was used inasmuch as a slip ring was not
needed. Operating temperatures of the following powerplant and airframe

4,500 II
SFit 35

4,000 AFit 36

(3 Fit 43
3.500 - 0 Fit 44-

Open Points -Total Pitch Link Load
3. 000 b Shaded Points - Pitch Link Load Minus h

Strap Windup Load
Z& nd Unfrlagged Points - Advancing Blademe

Fpe00 Flagged Points - retreating Blade c

1. 500 (i0(7) 11. 46 deg

4 o0!I I- -

1,000 -. , Fit- 3

0 74

-1.000 _____- ___

-1, 500 1 4

-2.0001 1___1 F o]
0.40 0-50 0.60 0.70 0.80 O.S0

TIP MACH N'IMBER, MT

Figure 24. Pitch Link Load Versus Tip Mach
Number - Blue Blade.
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components were read and analyzed from the Brown recorder: (1) engine
and engine accessories, (2) engine and diverter-valvz bay, (3) lateral
pylons and nacelles, (4) radial and thrust rotor support bearing housings.
(5) aft fuselage and jaw-control valve compartment, (6) yaw-control valve
t,upply duct and Y-duct blankets, (7) yaw-control valve supply duct and
Y-duct bays, and (8) yaw-control valve outlets.

Figure 26 shows the location of the thermocouples throughout the power-
plant and airframe of the XV-9A. The tabulation included in this figure
summarizes the maximum temperatures recorded during the flight test
program together with the estimated limit temperature associated with
that section of the airframe and powerplant.

On flights 26 and 27, the engine-mounted electrical generator tempera-
tures exceeded limits. Inspection of the generators disclosed no evidence
of temperature damage. To correct this potential problem, additional
cooling was provided for both the generator and the engine bay by adding
a generator ram air scoop and by adding nacelle cowling louvers. The
rework dropped temperatures to well below the estimated limit tempera-
ture.

Engine fuel was used as the cooling inedium for the hydraulic system oil.
The estimated maximum fuel temperature of 150 degrees F was exceeded
on six occasions for very short durations; however, the temperature was
below the 175-degree-F maximum allowed by the engine manufacturer's
specification.

Performance

The 20-hour follow-on flight test program achieved a much wider flight
envelope than that obtained in the initial 15-hour flight test program.
Maximum speed of 120 knots and altitudes in excess of 10, 000 feet were
reached, as well as high rates of climb and single-engine rotor flight.
The performance results were consistent with the earlier whirl test and
15-hour flight test programs. Data reduction techniques and graphical
presentations of resulta are generally ronsistent with those nf Referece. 1;
therefore, only those items that represent changes are treated in detail
in the following paragraphs.

J

1. Rotor Power Available

For the Hot Cycle propulsion system, analysis of rotor power available
serves two purposes. First, it is used for the establishment of maximumj
power available for use in establishing hover ceiling, maximum rate of
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clinb, and so forth. Secord, because no torquenieter is available, as is
the case in a, ."h af-dr;.iv , lc, icoptcr, aj-,lysis of rotor power available
must be made to establish the power required by the HotCycle helicopter.

For the analysis of rotor power available, one of the fundamental
parameters is nozzle area. The engine maps (Figures 27 through 35)
indicate that the total rotor system exit area is close to the 5Z. 55-square-
inch exit area per engine for which the engines were calibrated and at
which they opcrate most efficiently.

1,300 1!1
.4 Fit 31 F

F'it 32 Calculated 45 Sq In.

O Fit 35 From GE 53 Sq In.
1,200. 0 Fit 36 Calib Test 55 Sq In. A

Data 55q nki

o) FIt 38
A FL 40 (Overboard) I

1,100 -+ Fit 41

V Fit 42

2 01 Fit 43

SX Tether Test

1,000

HK

900

800

.9 1
700 £ .. ..__ __ I

16 20 24 28 32 36 40

PTs56 - PSIA

Figure Z7. Temperature Versus Pressure, Engine S/N 027.
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Iigur•es 27, 2S, and 29, in addition to duef ining nozz.c a can be usud to
S~dc~tect an-. enpgin,2 detericorato,,i :,- 4- ,, 0- .. , f or-rn,• of,,,.,•u . at a•

deeiven prexsur_, No such trend vas , sviible in this prograrn, Figures 30,

31, and 32 are used to calculate einginc mass flow. "igures 33, 34, And
35 are used to set the topping lirnit on the engincs for inaxinium power.

1,300-

. Fit 31

zo 0 FIt 35
S1200 I• Flt 35 __ _______-

FIt 36
' Fit 36 Calculated from 45 S7q 1-.k.
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1,100 1 S

, 90000

700.
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16 20 24 28 32 36 40
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Figure 28. Temperature Velsus Pressure, Engine SIN 026.
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4ni Figure 36, v'h rt results fi ow the prt sent teslb arev 6,cnl to be consist-

cat with those from carl;er flighti and whirl iestint.

2. Rotor Tip Total Fressurcs

The rotor ti1, total pressure was ncasured -vith total pressure pickups

located at the oitbo-tird end ol the blade duct. These mcasurec values
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Figure 29. Temperature Versus Pressure, Engine S/N 101.
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Figure 30. Engine Temperature Relationship, Engine S/N 027.
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800 Grid of TT versus TT and TT 3 is Fit 26
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T-64 engines used in XV-9A program.
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Figure 31. Engine Temperature Relationship, Engine SIN 026.
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Gri o IT4versus TT and TT is I
consistent with U. E. lab tests of all
T-64 engines used in XV-9A program.
Area lines are applicable only to specific
engines identified.
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Figure 32. Engine Temperature Relationship, Engine S/N 101.
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were used, in conjunction with measured angiT_ codtion d to estab-

lish rotor power. An alternate method of obtaining tip total pressure is
to use the results of the tether test as presented in Figure 88 of this
report. This latter procedure eliminates one possible source of instru-
nmentation inaccuracies.

3. Rotor Specific Fuel Consurnption

Figure 37 presents specific fuel consumption versus referred horse-
power (which is defined as RHP/6/--Y ) for each flight condition. The
rotor power available for each data point was computed using the method
discussed in Reference 1. The fuel flow was obtained from the photopanel,
and the SEC was computed by dividing the fuel flow by the rotor puwer
available. Then the referred horsepower was obtained by dividing the
rotor power available by the ambient pressure ratio (6) and the square
root of the ambient temperature ratio (e). A mean line was drawn
through the data for use inr reducing to standard conditions.

The process of data correction from YT-64 to QT-64 engine performance,
presented in Figure 38, includes corrections for leakage of flight test
diverter valves and the T 5 /0 difference (YT-64 to QT-64) of Figure 36
and for th.:' air-fuel ratio deviation of Figure 39 (due to compressor bleed).
This procedure, described in detail in Appendix IV of this report, is
consistent with the methods used in Appendix IV of Reference 1.

Figure 38 presents a comparison of the actual fuel flow data (from
Figure 39) with the specific fuel consumption corrected in the manner
shown in Appendix IX of this report (the predicted effect of cleanup and ]
use of QT-64 engines), and also witii the originally estimated specific fuel
consumption used in Reference 7. It should bV noted that the corrected
curve can be even further improved, in that the XV-9A tip cascade
velocity coefficient appears to be susceptible to the improvements
described in the Rotor System Tether Tests section of this report.

4. Speed-Power in Level Flight

Figures 40 and 41 present flight test data reduced to standard ambient
condi.tons and to a gkoss weight (f 14, 500 pounds and i00-percent rotor
speed. The data obtained at lower altitudes (•3, 500 ft) were reduced to
3, 50(0-foot standard day and are shown in Figure 40. The data obtained at
higher altitudes (_6, 000 ft) were reduced to 6, 000-foot standard day and j
and are shown in Figure 41.
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The rotor power available was computed from engine and rotor blade tip "1
conditions, using the method discussed in Reference 1 and verified in
Arpedi.. .. An a-llo-wance of 100 horsepower was made for blade-spar

cooling, and 4 horsepower was allowed for engine-driven accessories.
This allowance varies with density ratio and was subtracted from the

computed rotor power available to give rotor power required for the
individual flight.

The gross weight for each run was computed fromn the takeoff weight less
the fuel burned up to the time of the run. The ambient conditions during
each run were obtained from photopanel readings.

A comparison of experimental data with a series of theoretical curves
established that the XV-9A parasite area was 45 square feet. These
theoretical curves were calculated assuming a profile power factor (PPF)
of 1.25, which was deduced from the hovering data presented later in this
report.

Figure 42 presents a curve of rotor power required, including cooling and
accessory losses, as a function of airspeed for sea level standard day,
test weight, and 100-percent rotor speed. This curve was calculated
using the above derived 45-square-foot parasite area and PPF of 1.25. A

2,800

2,400 SL *td day
2,400 -- GW 14, 500 lb -

V T 1700 fyp,

C1 XV-9A
2,000PPF -A 1

1.1 I
1,600

S1.200 _ _

Predictc- te Effect

of Cleanvp
800 A, = 2Z .q ft

PPtF 1.00

400 -4

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

"TRUE AIRSPEED - KN

4

Figure 42. Level Flight Horsepower Required
Versus True Airspeed, Sea Level,
Standard Day.
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second curve is shown in the figure to repre&,'nt a "cleaned-up' ship.
This curve assumes a parasite area of 22 square feet and a PPF of•!. 00.

5. Fuel Flow Versus True Airspeud

Figures 43 and 44 present fuel flow data versus airspeed measured
during the program. The data were corrected 'o the standard altitudes
shown by the following procedure. The referred horsepower as a func-
tion of airspeed was calculated using the mean power curves of Figures
40 and 41. Using the mean line of Figure 37, the mean fuel flow lines
of Figures 43 and 44 were obtained. The flight test data points were then
corrected to standard ambient conditions by applying the percent devia-
tion of fuel flow of the individual data points from the mean curve of
Figure 38 *to the mean lines of Figures 43 and 44.

Figure 45 presents fuel flow for the computed sea level performance on
Figure 42, which was deduced in the same manner as explained above.
The curve labeled "YT-64 engine, AnT = 45 sqft and PPF = 1. 25" repre-
s'ents the performance of the XV-9A aircraft at sea level. The lower
curve represents the predicted effect of a drag "cleanup" and the use of

2,900
2, Dnwed,1 iuree 37 and 40

A 26

2,400 -0 32 -.-
10 3S

2,000 -W 38 '

t 43

1,600

__T I _____ __

1.200

Altitude - 3. 500-ft std day
800 OW 14. 500 lb

VT= 700 fps

400

20 40 60 80 100 120 140
TRUE AIRSPEED - KN

Figure 43. Fuel Flow Versus True Airspeed, -

3, 500-Foot Altitude, Standard Day.
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fuel flow data for the QT-64 engine (rather than the YT-64 engine) as
presented in Figure 38.

6. Maximum Airspeed and Airspeed Calibration

The maxi,-num speed of the XV-9A was limited by collective pitch rather
than power. Therefore, the correction of the flight test data to values of
groks weight and altitude was done by plotting maximum speed versus
CT/a.

Figure 46 presents true airspeed as a function of CT/a as limited by
maximum collective pitch (00.75 = 9.80). Test data for two high-speed
flights are plotted along with the theoretical curve. The theoretical
curve was computed for 103-percent rotor speed and used the parasite
area deduced from the speed-power computations.

3,200

Altitude = 6, 000-ft std day
GW 14. 500 lb

Fit VT 700 fpa

2,800
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"A 31 Figures 37 and 41

Z.400 -- 32
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
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Figure 44. Fuel Flow Versus True Airspeed,
6,000-Foot Altitude, Standard Day.
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Figre 47 pre ".-nt• the a'. copeeu caloratiun obtained by three different
methods. Data pofnl,9s from flights 10 and 14 were obtained in ground-
-course spoa:cd runt- during the initial 1 5-hour flight test program described
in Reference 1. F~irtiher points were obtained during the follow-on flight
test prograni using OH-54, and T-37 pacer aircraft. The values obtained
from the OI-5A pacer -iircraft fair in with the ground-course values,
while the T-37 pacer "•.ircraft points indicate a higher calibrated airspeed.
Because of this variation, the maximum speed points were plotted on
Figure 46 using both airspeed calibrations.

120 
- T-

0 Fit 10 CXV-9A, Ground Course)
r(] Fit 14 (XV-9A, Gi'ound Course)

100 Fit 36 (T- 7. Pacer Aircraft)

SFit 38 (OH-5A, Pacer Aircraft)
Ground Course

z and OH-SA
, 80

60_

40

0 20 40 6( 80 160 '120

INDICATED AIRSPEED - KN 4

Figure 47. Airspeed Calibration - Photopanel.
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7. Rate of Climb

for the XV-9A flight tests corrected to standard conditions. As the

XV-9A was limited by maximum collective pitch, the test climb points

were conducted at ýreduced power settings. Thus, curves are included on

the figure to show the maximum rates of climb for normal and military
power assuming no collective pitch restriction.

The test points were reduced to standard conditions in the following man-

ner:

a. For each test density altitude, the tape line rate of climb at

test true airspeed was obtained from the test day rate of climb
by the equation

T OR

R/Ctapeline = R/Cmeasured T

s td

b. From the thermodynamic parameters, the rotor power avail-

able was computed using the method described in Reference 1.

By subtracting out the cooling and accessory losses, the rotor
power required is obtained.

c. Since the rotor power required, the test weight, the ambient

conditions, and the profile power factor deduced from hovering
data were known, the parasite area was theoretically computed
by using the methods of Reference 9. The parasite area during
climb generally differs from the level flight parasite area

because of the difference in fuselage angle of attack.

d. The 1 akasjte area deduced for each test point was used to calcu-

late the rate cf climb for standard-day conditions at the test
density altitude on the basis of the methods discussed in Refer-

ence 9. The rx!sults are plotted in Figure 48. The lowest
rate-of-climb curve in Figure 48 represents the XV-9A as

being limited hy a maximum collective pitch of 9. 8 degrees-

The curves of climb at normal power and at military power in Figure 48
are computed in the same manner, assuming no collective pitch limit,

Figure 48 indicates that the XV-9A has a 570-fpm rate of climb at
10, 000-foot standard-day conditions. With the collective pitch limit

removed, the rate of climb at 10, 000 feet would be 1,300 feet per

minute.
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R. Rate of Descent at idle Power

Figure 49 presents autorotational rate of descent of approximately 2, Z00

feet per rminute at idle power corrccted to standard day at 3, 700-foot
density altitude and at 13, 000-pound gross weight. The method used to
reduce the test data to standard conditions is the same as that described

above for .he rate-of-climb curve. The second curve on Figure 49 pre-
sents the predicted rate of descent for a cleaned-up XV-9A with a
parasite area of 22 square feet and a profile power factor of 1. 0. The
predicted minimum autorotational rate of descent would be approximately
1, 740 feet per minute.

9. Hover Performance

a. Hover Power Required

Figure 50 presents a plot of the calculated rotor thrust coefficient
PCT) in ground effect (Z/D = 0.49) for blade profile power factors
of 1.0 and 1.25. Also shown are the reduced hover test points
taken in ground effect (Z/D = 0.49). As can be seen, there is
excellent agreement between the calculated curve for a blade
PPF = 1. 25 and the test data points. This indicates that hover
power required in ground effect for the XV-9A can be accurately

predicted by theory using a blade profile power factor of 1. 25. The
25-percent increase in blade profile power of the XV-9A blade over
that of a blade of normal construction is attributed primarily to the
surface irregularities at the leading edge segment joints of the
present blade. It is anticipated that future Hot Cycle blade designs
will eliminate the leading edge segment joint roughness and thus
reduce the blade profile power factor to 1.0.

Figure 51 presents similar calculated plots of CT versus CQ curves
for PPF of 1.0 and 1.25 out of ground effect. The single stabilized
hover test point obtained out of ground effect is shown to agree well
with the calculated curves.

Figures 52 and 53 present calculated curves of gross weight versus
rotor horsepower required for standard-day conditions at 3,500
feet. These curves were generated from the CT versus CQ curves
of Figures 50 and 51. Also shown are the test points corrected to
the same standard-day condition from the CT versus CQ test points
of Figures 50 and 51.
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b. Hover Powcr Ckvallabie

Figure 54 presents the calculated referred rotor horsepower avail-
able (RHP/ 6/T) versus engine discharge temperature based on
deduced component performance values (solid line). Also shown
are the test points of calculated referred rotor horsepower versus
measured referred turbine discharge temperatures obtained during
the 20-hour flight test program. It can be seen that the calculated

curve is in excellent agreement with the test data and can be con-
sidered as a mean curve through the mass of test points. This
mean curve was used to determine the rotor horsepower available
for the XV-9A. The maximum rotor horsepower available used to
determine the hover and climb performance with the YT-64 engines
(standard XV-9A configuration) was calculated by assuming that the
engines were operating at their maximum temperature limit
(T4= 1,732 degrees R) without exceeding the engine overspeed limit
(Ng = 103.Z percent). The inlet air temperature rise was assumed
to be 4 degrees C above the ambient temperature, based on hover
flight test results.

Also shown on Figure 54 (as a dashed line) is the predicted referred
rotor horsepower available versus referred turbine discharge
temperatures for the QT-64 engines. In calculating the maximum
rotor horsepower available for the QT-64 engines, the engines are
again assumed to be operating at their temperature limit without
exceeding the engine overspeed limit through correct sizing of the
nozzle areas. The inlet air temperature rise for the QT-64 engines
was assumed to be 1 degree C above ambient temperature, based
on a nacelle design with improved internal cooling resulting in a
lower inlet temperature rise.

c. Hover Ceiling

Figure 55 presents the hover ceiling in ground effect and Figure 56
presents the hover ceiling out of ground effect for the XV-9A. Also
presented are predictions for a cleaned-up XV-9A. These curves
were generated from the data presented in Figures 50. 51. and 54,
"The results are presented in Tables III and IV. Hover ceilings for
the XV-9A are presented for both power and collective pitch control
limitations.

10. Single-Engine Flight

Figure 57 presents a plot of altitude and velocity as a function of time
during single-engine flight with one engine overboard. It can be seen that
there was a slight rate of descent and decrease in airspeed during the
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TABLE 
III

HOVER CEILING, IGE

Standard Day 95°F Day

Collective Collective
Pitch Limit Pitch Limit

Configuration Power Limit (0. 9. 80) Power Limit (9 9.80)
0.75 00 75 9

XV-9A (YT-64 Engine)

PPF= 1.25 20, 000 ft *12, 950 ft 8, 000 ft
Cooling hp losses = 100 p/p
Accessory hp = 4 a
ATinlet = 4C

Prediction for
cleaned-up XV-9A
(QT-64 Engine)

PPF= 1.0 24,000 ft 13,700 ft
Cooling hp losses 50 p/Po
Accessory hp = 4
ATinlet = I°C

GW = 13,000 lb
VT = 700 ft/sec

Z/D= 0.49

*Hover ceiling can be increased to 14, 700 feet by increasing the rotor speed to 103 percent.

TABLE IV

HOVER CEILING, OGE

Standard Day 95 °F Day

Collective Collective
Confjguration Power Limit Pitch Limit Power Limit Pitch Limit

XV-9A (YT-64 Engine)

PPF = l. Z5 18, 100 ft *9, 600 ft 6,000 ft
Cooling hp losses = 100 P/Po
Accessory hp = 4
6'rinlet = 4°C

Prediction for
cleaned-up XV-9A
(QT-64 Engine)

1-'P = 1.0 22, 500 ft 12,200 ft
Cooling hp losses = SOP/po
Accessory hp = 4
'ýTinlet I* C

GW= 13,000 lb
VT 700 ft/sec

*'Hover ceiling can be increased to 11, 500 feet by increasing the rotor speed to 103 percent.
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single-engine operatiou. In reducing the flipht test data to standard
conditions, these were taken int-> account by converting the energy pro-
vided the system by the rate of descent and decrease in velocity to an
effective forward thrust.

The ship was allowed to yaw approximately 30 degrees during the test.
Thus, the data were reduced to s tawdard conditions by computing the
yawed parasite area, using the methods of Reference 9, from test weight
and ambient conditions and from computed values of rotor power and
overboard engine thrust obtained from the test thermodynamic parameters,
Using the deduced parasite area, the rotor power required for yawed level
flight with full thrust on the overboard engine was computed for stand-
ard conditions and weight. As shown in Figure 58, the rotor power
required was 892 horsepower, while 1,080 rotor horsepower is available
with one engine. Thus, single-engine flight can be easily made at the
standard conditions. The reason the XV-9A did not actually achieve level
flight is that the ambient temperature was 29 degrees F above standard
(at 5, 000-foot pressure altitude).

Figure 58 also presents a plot of rotor power required with zero ya'w
versus airspeed and with no jet thrust assistance. It can be seen that the
rotor power required for single-engine flight at 30-degree yaw and with
jet thrust assistance is less than the rotor power required for zero yaw
with no assistance. Thus, the jet thrust assistance more than cvercomes
the increased drag due to the yawed condition.

11. Diverter Valve

Diverter valve leakage was measured twice: first, in connection with the
initial 15-hour flight test nrn- , and " of the_- -_ _-,__am, •, •, at the~ conclusib~oI! f

20-hour follow-on flight test program. The effective leakage area was
found to increase from 2. 23 to 2. 85 percent of total system mass flow.
The leakage of both diverter valves was measured by placing an orifice
flowmeter over one and then the other tailpipe, and running with both
engines to the rotor. The diverter valve leakage, when crrnbined With
that for the rest of the ducting systems (see Leakage Test Results,
Table XI), yields a loss of approximately 3 percent of the total system
mass flow. which agree-q closel- -.-,h the value used in previous reports

on the XV-9A.

Flying_ Qualities

The stability and control evaluation of the XV-9A has been determined by
the method outlined in Reference 2, and the results are presented herein.
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Figure 58. Rotor Horsepower Versus Airspeedi -

Single-Engine Flight.

In general, the flying qualities of the XV-9A were found to be marginally

adequate for this type of research aircraft where an existing rotor system

(whirl test rotor) is combined into a flight article with minimum modifi-"
cation to the basic rotor system.

1. Hover

a. Controllability

The control power during hover was determined by measuring the
maximum angular acceleration resulting from step-type control dis-
placements from trim about each axis. The results are presented in
Figures 59, 60, and 61. The control powers (which are the ratios
of accelerations measured from Figures 59, 60, and 61 to the .,
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= 1'
control displacements from trim, given on rhe same figures) are
presented in Table V and are compared with the theoretically
calculated control po',u, ;. Also shown, for comparison purposes,
are the mininiurn values of control power required by MIL-H-8501A
for the test conditions.

TABLE V
CONTROL POWER

Control Power
Gross Weight (deg/sec 2 /in,)

Axis (lb) Measured Theory MIL-H-8501A

Pitch 14,180 4.5 4.7 4.1
Roll 13,920 10.0 10. 8 9.0
Yaw 13,900 5.0 4.7 9.0

The comparison of measurement and theory shows good agreement,
indicating that theory can be used to predict accurately the helicop-
ter hover control power in pitch, roll, and yaw. Control powers
about the pitch and roll axes are considered to be adequate based
on MIL-H-8501A minimum requirements. However, the pilot's
comments indicate that an increase would bv desirable.

The yaw cQntrol jet system provides approximately one-half the
directional control power required by MIL-H-8501A. Experience
has indicated that the yaw requirement of MIL-H-8501A is too 1

stringent for aircraft not incorporating large tail rotors because
there is less source of yaw disturbance in gusty air. An increase ii
in yaw control using the existing yaw control jet system could be
realized at the expense of reduced performance capability. A
more desirable approach from the standpoint of yaw thrust/rotor

power ratio would be the use of a yaw fan or tail rotor that would
also provide damping in yaw.

The effect of the present yaw control system on engine operation is
shown in Figure 62. With full pedal step input, the increase in

nozzle exit area, as see. by the engines, increases the engine
speed to the topping speed limit. It is possible that at higher

placement will overspeed the engines. Conversely, to prevent

engine overspeeding, a compromise must be made in engine topping
setting or the topping setting must be made a function of pedal
position.
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b. Response to Pulse Inputs

Figures 63 and 64 present the response of the XV-9A to pulse-
type inputs in pitch and roll. As can be seen, the motion in pitch
following a forward pulse is a slow divergent pitch oscillation I

coupled with a shorter period rolling motion. A lateral pulse
results in a similar coupled motion.

2. Sideward Flight and Rearward Flight

Figures 65 and 66 show the control positions versus speed up to 10-knot
left and right sideward flight and up to 10-knot rearward flight.

3. Level Flight

a. Control Positions

Longitudinal, collective, and pedal positions during trimmed
level flight wc-e recorded as a function of airspeed at the forward

(station 294), mid (station 298), and aft (station 301) center-of-
gravity positions. For test conditions where fuel management
could r 3t always maintain the proper center-of-gravity positions,
the data are corrected to the typical test center-of-gravity position.
The results are presented in Figure 67. At the forward and mid
center-of-gravity positions, there is adequate longitudinal control
margin to fly at speeds in excess of 120 knots. However, as can be
seen, there is inadequate available collective pitch at these air-
speeds to produce the desired rotor lift. The trim pedal positions
shown are for two different riggings of rudder surfaces at neutral
pedal. Throughout most of the test program, the rudder surfaces
were rigged 7 degrees to the right with neutral pedals and with
closed yaw valve. This rigging resulted in essentially neutral pedal

and, hence, in minimum yaw valve opening during cruise flight.
For descent flight tests, which are discussed below, the rudder
surfaces were rerigg.d to be ne-tral with neutral pedals. This rig-
ging results in increased yaw valve opening during cruise flight.

b. Speed Stability

Longitudinal speed stability was obtained by recording the stick

positions at constant power (fixed collective) settings and increas-
ing and decreasing the airspeeds 20 knots from trim. The results
are presented in Figure 68 for trim speeds of 70 to 95 knots. The
stick position gradients vary from neutrally stable for decrease in
speeds from trim to slightly unstable for increasing speeds from
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Figure 65. Control Positions in Sideward Flight.
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iA
trim. Improvement in speed stability could be obtained by increas-
ing the nose-down incidence of the stabil'zer. However, this would
be at the expense of reduced forward stick margins at high speeds.

c. Static Lateral Directional Stability

Static directional stability and effective dihedral in level flight
were investigated by recording the pedal positions and lateral stick

positions required to maintain various magnitudes of sideslip
angles at constant airspeeds. Results are presented in Figure 69.
The XV-9A effective dihedral is approximately neutrally stable for

sideslips to the left and unstable for sideslips to the right.

Figure 69 also shows that the aircraft is nmarginally stable direction-

ally for sideslip to the right and unstable for sideslip to the left.

A preliminary investigation of the measured stabilizer loads was

made in an effort to explain the reasons for the lack of directional

stability. From steady level-flight sideslip tests, the stabilizer

loads and sideslip angles were measured to determine the rate of

change of stabilizer load with sideslip angles. With these measured

parameters, the tail efficiency in forward flight was calculated as

follows:

0-4 NR 1 I03]'"
UO Al1 CG (Sta 301)

S60
U0 _-Mid CG (Sta 298)

nw I

•r• 'Fwd CG (Sta 294,

o 20

.4 _ _

-8 0 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 T

TRUE AIRSPEED- lN

Figv-te 66. Rearward Flight Longitudinal Cyclic

Control Position Versus Speed.
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Figure 67. Level Flight Control Position Versus Airspeed.
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Figure 68. Speed Stability.
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Figure 69. Static Directional Stability in Level Flight.
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According to V-tail theory of Reference 10, the rate of change of
the stabilizer side force with sideslip angles can be written:

b~t- C~NK•t( • Ssn

St a C

where:

1 ( +12) = tail efficiency factor

CLON = tail lift curve slope

r = V-tail dihedral angle

K = V-tail lift curve slope correction factor
from page 3, Reference 10.

With the above equation and the measured increments in stablizer
loads (normal to the surface) and sideslip angles from flight, the
tail efficiency factor can be calculated as follows:

TI 1+- -11=_ t 'Ot
t - CL Kq St sin2 r

where:
SY = (6 Y ) x sin rt measuredxsn

As an example case, from flight 26, during steady level-flight
sideslips, TAS = 84.7 knots, hD = 3. 830 feet, the stabilizer loads
and sideslip angles were measured as follows:

Record number 2017

+ = 0. 5 degree
rh stabilizer load = 55. 0 pounds

Record number 2024

S= +6.96 degrees
rh stabilizer load = 110.0 pounds.

Thus: LO 6.96 - 0.50= 6.46 degrees
A Y measured = 110.0- 55.0 = 55 pounds, or

AYmeas6ed/ 8. 51 pounds/degree
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From the V-tail geometry
S 54 square feet
total

taper ratio, X = 1.0

A&R = 4.35ge imetry

K = 0.714 (page 3, Reference 10)

CL N = 0. 061 per degree

I' = 45 degrees.

Stabilizer efficiency factor for the XV-9A in forward flight is
calculated to be

(I1+b 8.51
t (0. 061) (0. 714) (21. 64) sinr

= 0.475.

The above results indicated that the V-tail was less than 50 percent
effective. The primary reason for this low effectiveness of the
stabilizer can readily be seen when one examines the tuft photo of
Figure 70, taken during flight at approximately 80-knot CAS. The
stabilizer is operating in the region of low dynamic pressure
created by the large flow separation at the rotor hub-pylon junction. I
A drag cleanup in the area of tic rotor hub and pylon would
undoubtedly improve the directional stability by a significant amount.

d. Damping in Roll

In this section, a theoretical calculation of damping in roll of the
XV-9A free-floating hub rotor system is presented and is compared
with the measured damping in roll. Only rotor damping in roll is
presented here, because the measurements of damping in pitch are
complicated by the damping contribution of the horizontal stabilizer
and angle-of-attack stability effects. Rotor damping in pitch is
essentially equal to rotor damping in roll. The theoretical method
presented in Reference 11, modified to include the blade strap-
windup effects presented in Reference 12, is used to calculate
the damping in roll. Using equations (9) and (10) of Reference 11,
modified to include blade strap windup effects, the damping in roll,
Lp, can be calculated from the following equations.
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Figure 70. Tuft Behavior in Cruise Flight.

(Lp)theory - TR T hR

where:
A b_.• _7 [0314]

___ = -- j1.0 - 0.29 3T4w
p YO CTCO

Al, 1  [1. - 0 .2 9 CTQ
Ab' 2 CT CT4

For the XV-9A rotor characteristics:

Gross weight = 14,020 lb
f0 = 25.44 rad/sec
y = 5.68
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Q = 0. 091
hR = 4.4 ft
Centrifugal force = 130, 766 lb/blade

1l 2 (0.488)(0.884)
1 4.6 = 0.0937

83/4measured = 6 deg = 0. 105 radian

P = 0.0021 slug/cu ft

CT - 14. 020
(0. 0021)(2,375)(700) 2(0.091) =0.0632[

P - (5,68)(25.44) 1.0 - 0 0.063--2 = - 0.0965

Abf F 0. 1051.5 1.0 - 0.29 0.06 3 2)J = 0.778

Solving for the rotor damping in roll, Lp.

Lp theory - (14,0-0)(4.4)(0.0965) 1+ 1.5 (ý -1 1 0  0.93P•th,14,o= 20 4.4.94
= - 8,250 ft-lb/rad/sec.

A flight test measurement of damping in roll in forward flight wasobtained from the recorded time history of a lateral cyclic step inputshown in Figure 71. Inasmuch as the r o•-I-ng m o-... nt e t e dis-placement of the lateral cyclic control from trim is balanced out bythe damping in roll at the time of maximum rolling velocity (and,hence, zero angular acceleration), the measured damping in roll can
be determined as follows:

(/ measured

(Lp)measured ; - ThR (Pmax)measured

Gross weight - 14, 020 lb
hR 4.4ft
Measured lateral cyclic control displacement 7. 5
percent of total travel

Total lateral cyclic pitch displacement 14 deg
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A)measur ed (7.5 percent) x (14) = 1.05 deg

(Pmax) measured = 8 deg/sec

(Lp)deaure - (14, 020)(4. 4)(l 85

= - 8, 110 ft-lb/rad/sec

The excellent agreement between theory and measured roll damping
indicates that the theoretical method of calculating rotor damping
can be used to predict accurately the rotor damping of the free-
floating hub rotor system.

e. Dynamic Stability

Figures 72, 73, and 74 show the helicopter motion following longitu-
dinal, lateral, and directional control pulse inputs at approximately
80-krot TAS. As can be seen from Figure 72, the longitudinal
dynamic characteristics of the XV-9A following a pull and return
control displacement meet the MIL-H-8501A requirements that the
aircraft's normal acceleration shall not deviate from 1.0 g by 0.25 g
within 10 seconds from the start of the disturbance. The actual
helicopter motion about the pitch, roll, and yaw axes following a
control pulse input is a slow, divergent, oscillating motion. As
discussed previously, substantial improvement in forward flight
stability, both static and dynamic, could be realized by minimizing
the large flow separation at the rotor hub-pylon junction and, hence,
by improving the effectiveness of the stabilizers.

4. Climb

a. Longitudinal Static Stability

Figure 75 presents the measured longitudinal cyclic and collective
control positions versus airspeed in climb. flesults show that the

slope of the stick position versus speed is slightly unstable. A
nose-down change in stabilizer incidence would provide improved
speed stability. As can be seen, there is adequate margin of
longitudinal cyclic control. Some increase in collective control
travel would be desirable.

b. Lateral Directional Stability

The directional stability and effective dihedral in climb were
obtained by first trimming the helicopter at the desired climb speed
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and then yawing the aircraft slowly in one direction and then in the j,.•
other. The pedal positions, lateral stick positions, and sideslip
angles were then read at the points of zero yaw angular acceleration
(the helicopter is approximately trimmed in yaw at these points).
The results are presented in Figure 76. Data show that the aircraft
is marginally stable directionally for the limited right sideslip
angles tested. For left sideslip angles, some directional instability
appears to occur.

The effective dihedral is slightly unstable. A drag cleanup as
discuss ad previously would improve the climb lateral directional
stability.

5. Descent

a. Longitudinal Static Stability

Only qualitative evaluation of the longitudinal static stability in
descent is discussed here, since the aircraft was flown at only
what was considered to be the best descent airspeed (60-knot CAS).

In steady descents, the measured longitudinal cyclic stick position
was approximately 54 to 57 percent from full aft. The aircraft
static longitudinal stability in descent was qualitatively observed by
the pilot to be unstable. A nose-down change in stabilizer incidence
would improve the static longitudinal stability.

b. Lateral Directional Stability

The static directional stability and effective dihedral in descent
were obtained by a method similar to that used in determining the
lateral stability in climb. The results are presented in Figure 77
fIr two preset rudder surface positions. For flight 35, the rudder
ourfaces were rigged 7 degrees to the right with neutral pedals. As
stated previously, this rigging, which was used throughout most of
the flight test program, resulted in minimum yaw valve opening
(best performance) during cruise flight. However, in descent this
rudder rigging resulted in excessive left pedal. For flight 38, the
rudder surfaces were rerigged to be neutral at neutral pedal. This
rigging reduced the left pedal requirement during descent from
approximately 50 percent to 20 percent left pedal from neutral.

The static directional stability in descents for both rudder riggings
is unstable for sideslip angles to the left and neutrally atable for
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sideslip angles to the right. The effective dihedral is slightly
unstable.

The required improvement in lateral stability, as discussed previ-
ously, could be obtained by reducing the large flow separation ahead
of the tail area at the pylon-hub junction.

6. Vibration

Figure 78 presents vibratory acceleration at the center of gravity, and
Figure 79 presents vibratory acceleration on the structure near the
pilot's seat, For these stabilized level flight points, there is no increase
in vertical or lateral vibratory acceleration at the center of gravity as
airspeed increases. Cyclic lateral acceleration at the pilot's seat
remains at the same level over the range of speeds flown. The cyclic
vertical acceleration at the pilot's seat begins to rise at speeds above
100 knots.

Vibratory vertical accelerations at the center of gravity reached slightly
higher levels during transition to forward flight and full-power climb
(±0. 63 g), 20-degree banked turns at 80 knots (:0. 50 g), and flare
maneuvers (0.65 g). Vibratory vertical accelerations at the pilot's seat
were slightly higher for the same maneuvers also, reaching :0. 40 g
during transition and climb, ±0.35 g during the 20-degree banked turns, I
and ±0. 50 g during flare maneuvers.

As noted in Reference 1, although the magnitude of the vibratory accelera- !
tion at the pilot's seat is higher than specified in MIL-H-8501A, vibra-
tions m.easure .sr these were, tend to be higher than those
felt by the pilot. Also, a fuselage resonance near 3 per rev (12 cps) of
the rotor was noted during shake tests reported in Reference 1. The j
majority of the high vibratory accelerations noted in this program were
at this frequency.
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ROTOR SYSTEM TETHER TESTS

INTRODUCTION

The rotor system tether tests were run to determine the performance of
individual Hot Cycle rotor components, including blade tip-cascade nozzle .
velocity coeffici- .nL flow coefficient and rotor-blade ducting pressure
drop.

TEST SETUP

The test setup (Figures 80 and 81) was designed to measure the tip thrust
as a function of engine power with the rotor held stationary. The rotor L
was restrained by a tether system consisting of one load-bearing strap
around each blade (at blade station 308) attached to a load cell that
was in turn anchored to a large forklift truck. The tip total pressure
and temperature and static pressure drop along the rotor blade ducts
were of major interest. The duct static pressure was neas-ired at five
stations along the blue blade by installing a pressure tap into the cavity
formed where seg.nents are connected by a flexure. The pressure leaks
into this cavity through the lap joint between the blade ducts of the two
segments. This cavity was normally sealed from the atmosphere, so it
formed an ideal plenum chamber for obtaining an accurate average duct
static pressure.

Duct centerline total pressure and total temperature at the tip iiozzle
entrance were measured by the probes used during the flight program.

The yaw-control valve was sealed off to eliminate any loss of gas due to
the built-in leakage that is present when the valve is in the closed position.

The rotor-blade leading and trailing-edge fairings, along with the nacelle
cowlings, were removed to provide cooling for testing. A water sprin-
kling system was set up as a precaution in case overheat problems might
be encountered during a test run. The fuselage and power module area
were cooled by a large air blower that forced outside air up the center of
the aircraft through the hatch in the fuselage just below the rotor. K
During the test program, two blade-root configurations were used. The
first system (runs 1, 4, and 5) was essentially a normal setup with the
blades resting on their droop stops and the hub free to rotate. With this
setup it was not possible to measure the individual blade thrust because a
moment could be carried through the blade root to the hub and into the
blade root of another blade,
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Figure 80. Tether Test Blade Orientation.
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OveLall Test Setup

Typical Tether Sling and Load Cell

Exterior Photo Panel Setup

Figure 81. Tether Test Setup.
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The second system (rurs 2 and 3) was devised to allow nicasurernent of
individual blade tip thrust, The droop stops were renioved, allowing the

entire weight of the blade root end to rest on the freely pivoting feathering

ball. In this configuration, the blade could be orientated about the lead-

lag axis so both retention straps were slack and unable to carry any load.

With the strans unable to carry any load, the only moment that could be

carried between the blade root and the hub was feathering ball friction

about the lead-lag axis. The hub was locked to prevent rotation caused
by the horizontal, shear at th.,e feathering ball that is the result of the tip

restraint being located slightly inboard of the tip jet.

Diverter valve leakage was measured during the last two test points of

run 5, so this information could be uised in correcting gas flow to the

rotor blades.

TEST PROCEDURE

The engines were started in the overboard position and then diverted to

the rotor and accelerated to a predetermined po"ser setting. Setting the

power required approximately 1 minute; taking the data, another minute.

These 2-minute runs wAere possible wkithout overheating the propulsion

system. After each test point, the gas flow was switched overboard for

approximate'y 5 minutes to allow the rotor system to cool. F
During each test point in a run, data were manually recorded from the

outside photopanel in order that a running check could be kept on system

performance. A summary of test runs is shovn on Table VI.

TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The following equipment was used to record the parameters shown, in

Table VII:

One photopane! installed in the aircraft for display of

engine parameters

One photopanel located outside the aircraft for display of
rotor blade pressure data

Three strain-gage indicators measuring blade tip-thrust

load cell data

One temperature indicator and switching unit for monitoring

blade and propulsion system temperatures.
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TABLE VI

ROTOR SYSTEM TETHER TEST SUMMARY

Engine 1 Engine 2

Run (S/N027-1A) (SIN101 -3A)
Date Number Run (Hours) Run (Hours)

10-12-65 1 00:21 00:20
10-13-65 2 02:40 02:36
10-14-65 3 01:33 01:30
10-18-65 4 01:38 01:36
10-19-65 5 01:13 01:09

Cumulative

Total 37:04 72:42

TABLE VII
ROTOR SYSTEM TETHER TEST INSTRUMENTATION PARAMETERS

Number of Brown i
Item Parameters Visual Photopanels Recorders

Tip thrust 3 Balance
Box

Tip gas temperature
(blue blade only) 2 avg Meter Meter Thermocouples
Tip gab total prebbure '/bl ad Gage

Blue-blade duct static
pressure, stations 116,
2.66, 216, "ub, and j, I u ag

Turbine out temperature 2 Gage Gage

Turbine out pressure 2 Gage Gage

Compressor out pressure 2 Gage

Cconpresssr vut ten-'perature Gag

Engine rpm 2 Tachometer Ta,-hometer

Engine inlet temperature 2 Thermometer Thermocouples

Fuel flow 2 Turb Meter Turb Meter
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TEST RESULTS

The results of the rotor system tether tests can be divided into two

categories -- blade-tip cascade perfornmance and duct pressure recovery.
The test results are discussed under those headings. The test data are

summarized in Tables VIII and IX.

Blade-Tip Cascade Performance

Aerodynamic performance of the blade-tip cascades can be studied most

readily in terms of velocity coefficient, CV, flow coefficient, CW, and

thrust coefficient, CF, as presented in Figures 82, 83, and 84, respec-
tively. In each of these figures, the axes are chosen for ease of plotting

test results and a background of consta coefficient lines is provided.

This technique makes it possible to plot data while the test is still inprog-

ress so that any ambiguities can be explored before the setup is changed.

Since the three nozzle coefficients are interrelated through the equation

CF = CV x CW, once faired values are selected for two of the coefficients,
the third value is fixed. The three values selected in Figures 82, 83, and

84 offer the best available simultaneous fairing of all three data sets.

These values are as follows:

CV = 0.94

CW= 0. 99

CF = 0.93

The implications of these coefficients in terms of overall rotor system
performance are discussed in a later paragraph of this section.

Duct Pressure Recoe

Measurement of duct average static pressures at five station-, along the
blue blade permits a direct cvaluation of blade duct friction factor, as

illustrated in Figure 85. Once again, a presentation is chosen for ease

of data plotting, with the moie complicated calculational procedures con-

fined to the preparation of background grids. Based on direct measure-

ments of duct area and cascade throat area, a duct Mach numnber of 0. 39

;s predicted at the rotor tip, and the background grid of Figure 85 is

based on this value. The static pressure data confirm the duct Mach

number of 0. 39 and further indicate a friction coefficient, : of 0. 003 --

a valuei that is entirely consistent with the Reynolds number and smooth-

ness of the XV-9A ducts. For f = 0. 003 and M = 0. 39, the duct total
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pressure gra1di,-nt is included it, Figure b5. Note that the static pressure
gradient is steeper than the total pressure gradient; thus the illeasure-
nent of static pressures reprust.iits the inure sensitive techniqav for eva1 -
uating duct friction factoz. Also, average static pressure is z:,ich easier
to obtain then average total pressure, which would involve rake techniques.

An overall view of duct press'ire recovery in the XV-9A is available in
Figure 86. The solid line represents nonrolating recovery and is based
on nMCebur en wl s Las shoW1. Only the losses in the rotor seginenAt froin
the hub to blade station 91 have not bccn nieasured directly, and the

1/2 percent loss (in additif-<, to uxt;apolatd duct friction loss) obtained
by difference is ail entirely reasonable value for this segment.

Duct pressure recovery under rotating operation is a function of the

parameter %NR,/a.s In Figure 86, a typical result (%N//,'/0 =- 62) iý
shown. This curve has been calculated from a di'gital program -ased .l
stepwise sunin.ations of frictian loss and centrifugal pumping along the
blade duct.

In Figure 87, overall syster., pressure recovery is studied as a function

of the parameter YoNR/iVr over the full range from tether to noini-l

helicopter flight. The mnost important finding from Figure 87 is that the

large scatter band of flight test rotor tip pressure lies below the line
based on tether test coefficients. Historically, since the whirl stand
tests of 1962, the observed tip pressure recovery has been rising
throughout the XV-gA test program (see Figure 8F, of this report and
Figure 28 of Reference I for examples). The er.iy configuration changes
that could have affected tip total pressure recovery are the minor changes
in tip cascade effective flow area that accompanied the change to the
flight test blade tip cascades after whir! testing and a subsequent small
area reduction by installation of "mice" prior to the 20-hour follow-on
flight test program. At most, these two changes could not have accounted
for more than a 2-percent increase in tip total pressure recovery, where-

as the observed increase has amounted to at least 4 percent. C... n'-ruga
effects on the pressure transducers and the effects of rotating versus
stationary resistance of the rotor slip rings reprcsent two areas where
complete calibration procedures have not been practical. Either of

these items could lead to the difficulties that have been experienced. In
any event, with a complete and. consistent pressure recovery breakdown

now available from tether tests, it is logical to obtain flight tip pressure.-
from observed PT 5 and %NR / 0-5 through the use of Figure 87. Figure 88
presents the flight test data in greater detail. As is discusse ' in detail
in a later paragraph, incorporation of these tether test coeffiLents has
little effect on the previously reduced flight test results.
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Blade Tip Cascade Area Measyrement

At the conclusion of the tether tests, the blade tip cascades were removed
and their minimum exit flow areas were measured. This measurement
was performed with inside calipers, and care was taken to locate the mini-
mum dimension at each puint. During operation, the cascades are subject
to a temperature approximately 1,000 degrees F higher than that prevail.,
ing during area measurement. For Rene 41, with a coefficient of linear
expansion of 7.5 x 10-6 in. /in. /deg F, this temperature increase results in
a 1. 5-percent increase in area:. The results of these measurements are
summarized in Table X.

1.40 -

SFit 26

i Fit 31
1.30 0 Fit 32

Q Fit 35

0 F4• 36
O FIt 38

1.20 A Fit 4tU

+ Fit 41 No Pressure I oss

SF 

it 42
M~ Fit 43 f = 0.003

0&1.10 See Figure 87

•L j/• /Best Fit of
.ZO-Hr Data

1,00 _ _

0. 90
b'est Fit of 15-Hr Data

Pest Fit of Whirl Data

0.80. 81 1 1 _
50 54 58 62 66 70 74

PERCENT NR/ftY

Figure 88. Rotor System Pressure Ratio Versus Rotor RPM -
Flight Test.
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TABLE X

BLADE TIP CASCADE AREAS

Full Open Area Closed AreapArea Closed

Cold Hot Cold Hot Area Open
Cascade (sq in.) (sq in. ) (sq in. ) (sq in. ) (Hot)

Red blade 33.16 33.65 16.38 16.63 0.494
Yellow blade 32.68 33.17 16.37 16.61 0.501

Blue blade 33.09 33.59 15.93 16.17 0.481

Total 08.93 100.41 48.68 49.41 0.492

Single Engine Operation

A few tether test points were taken during gingle-engine operation and
with the tip cascades at their minimum area (see Table X) settings. Re-

sults from these runs have been included on the appropriate graphs along

with the normal two-engine data.

Cascade flow coefficient, CW, for the single-.engine configuration is

studied in Figure 83. 'Th. single-engine mass flow points have been mul-
tiplied by the cascade open/cl. ed area ratio of (1.0/0.492) fcr compari-

son with the twin-engine data. The flow coefficient of the cascades in
their single-engine configuration appears to be entirely consistent with
that of the open configuration. In fact, the flow coefficient correlation of

Figure 83 must be considered excellent; and there is nothing to suggest

that the cascades exhibit any unusual mass flow handling characteristics,

The thrust performance of the cascades at reduc, 3 area is studied in buth
Figure 82 and Figure 84. In each case, the reduced area data points ap-
pear to be scattered more below than above the full-open data. The single-
engine points are too few to permit a convincing fairing to be drawn, but
it appears possible that the single-engine velocity coefficient is as much

as 2 percent lower than the 94-percent value indicated for normal opera-
tion. Any distortion of flow conditions in the cascade capable of producing

a 1,rge reduction in velocity coefficient would most certainly result in an
appreciable reduction in flow coefficient as well. The absence of changes

in flow coefficient, Figure 83, thus encourages an optimistic interpreia-
ticn of the more scattered velocity and thrust coefficient results.

Duct pressure recovery results from the single-engine runs are consistent

with expectations but do not lend themselves to quantitative interpretation.
Overall pressure recovery from engine to rotor tip is not representative

of rotating operation, because of the tortuous flow path from one engine
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duct to the three rotor ducts through the nonrotating transition section.

Blade duct pressure drops are so small at the reduced flow rates accoxn -

panying single-engine operation that nothing is added to the duct friction

factor by preparing a study similar to Figure 85 for this case.

APPLICATION OF TETHER TEST RESULTS TO ROTOR PERFORMANCE

The rotor system tether test program has been concerned with two techni-

cal areas -- blade-tip-cascade performance and duct system pressure

recovery. In each area, the test results call for changes in factors enter-

ing into rotor power available calculations. Coincidentally, the effects are
in opposite directions. so there is little net change.

The present tests yield a cascade velocity coefficient of CV = 0.94,

whereas Cv = 0.955 has been used to work up the flight test data. This

factor is a direct multiplier on gross jet thrust and is leveraged by rotor
pumping drag so tiat each 1-percent change in CV results in approxi-

rnatelya 1- 1 /2-percent change in net rotor tip thrust or rotor horsepower

available. Thus, the 1-1/2-percent apparent reduction in CV leads to
a 2-1/2-percent reduction in rotor power for a given tip total pressure.

Rotor power available calculations throughout the XV-9A flight test pro-

gram have taken the measured tip pressures at face value. In Reference 1,
the inconsistencies in these data were pointed out, but no meaningful

correction could be made prior to the rotor system tether tests. As has

been summarized in Figure 88, use of the tether test pressure recovery

results in inceeases i-a appare it tip total pressure ranging from approxi-

mately 3 percent on the most recent flight test data to perhaps 6 percent

on the 15-hour flight test dat.L

A 1-percent change in tip total pressure leads to only a 3/4-percent
change in net rotor horsepower. Thus, the reevaluation of tip total pres-
sure leads to an increase in rotor power of 2-1/4 percent for the most

recent flight tests and perhaps a 4-1 /2-percent increase during whirl

The overall change in rotor power available resulting from the tether test 4

coefficients then becomes zero for the latest flight tests and perhaps a

2-percent increase during the first phase flight tests.

The blade-tip-cascade velocity coefficient of 0. 94 falls a few percentage

points below what might be taken as state of the art. There is reason to
believe that a raodest development effort would result in an improvement
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to at least 0. 96, and possibly to 0. 98. Even thc lesser of these improve-
ments would yield a 3-percent gain in rotor power with a directly co,'re-
sponding reduction in sfc.

Confirmation of the duct friction factor of 0. 003 as originally predicted

for the XV-9A blade ducts and of the very modest pressure losses

through the diverter valve!ý, rotating seal, and hub ducting is a welcome

result in terms of validating the predicted performance of the Hot Cycle

propulsion system.
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TEARDOWN INSPECTION

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the teardovvn inspection was to determine the effects of 35 *

hours of flight operation and 50 hours of ground rotor operation on the

XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft. Special emphasis was given to those

parts unique to the Hot Cycle concept, especially the rotor and propulsion
system. 

a

The components subjected to the most detailed inspection were the rotor

blade spars, the hot gas ducting and seals, the rotor hub structural com-
ponents, and the rotor control system. The rotor blade spars, hot gas

ducting, and hot gas seals were visually inspected. The rotor structural
components and rotor controls were subject to additional inspection tech-

niques; Magnaflux inspection was used on ferrous comlponents and Zyglo

inspection on nonfirrous components.

The teardown inspection included a series of leakage tests to provide

information on the change in leakage caused by 85 hours of rotor opera-

tion, This leakage information was also necessary for performance

calculations.

ROTOR SYSTEM LEAKAGE TESTS

The first test was run on the rotor system downstream of the diverter

valves and consisted of a leakage test of the Y-duct and triduct, rotating

seal, articulating duct assemblies, and rotor blades. The blade-tip cas-
cades were removed,and the blades were sealed at the tip by expanding

plugs. The yaw duct was disconnected at the Y-duct, and the ports were

capped. The transition ducts were removed and the Y-duct was capped off

at this point with plates that were ported for the air hose from the flow-

meter,. The airflo'.. for tLhe leakage tests was suppfied by two gasoline-

driven air compressors; these compressors were nominally rated at 105
standard cubic foot per minute (scfm) each. Airflow was measured by a
rotometer. A brief check of this instrumentation and data reduction pro-

cedure was performed by flow-testing a known orifice area. The roto-

meter was then calibrated to measure standard cubic feet of air at 14.7

psia and 70 degrees F, so it was necessary to correct the readings for

pressure and temperature. The correction was:

scfmr = cfm meter in.Hg abst / 53

mete r F(2 9M.e9 2 i.H b
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The leakage data were measured in cubic feet per mninute, then converted
to pounds per second, then into an effective area in square inches (see

Table XI).

The rotor system was disassembled, and leakage checks were made on the

individual rotor blades, not including the articulating duct assemblies.
The Y-duct and triduct assembly was checked as an assembly, and most
of the leakage of this assembly was attributed to the rotating seal. The
yaw duct and yaw-control valve system were checked in two configurations,
one with the outlets plugged to determine the duct leakage and the other
with the outlets open and the valve in neutral position. With the outlets j
plugged, the leakage was too small to measure with the test setup. With
the outlets open and with the valve in neutral position, the built-in leakage
area of the valve was determined to be 0.58 square inch.

TABLE XI
PROPULSION SYSTEM LEAKAGE MEASUREMENT IN

SQUAREI• INCHES-

Before After Before After
Whirl Test Whirl Test Flight Test Flight Test

Component (March 1964) (June 1964) (July 1964) (Nov 1965)

Blue blade 0 0 0.0120 0.0517
Recd bhade 0.0064 0.0318 0.0119 0.0142
Yellow blade 0.0016 0.0338 0.0119 0.0415
Rotor hub 0 0 0.00764 0.00735
Inboard articulate

duct seals
Outboard articulate

duct seals - 0.080 -
Total rotor system 0.132 0.193 0.3,
fiverter ral 1e 1 1.03 1.61
Diverter valve 2 1.28 1.36 F
Total diverter valves 2.31 2.97
Total power systerrv- 3. 36 (3. 2%)

XýDoes not include yaw control valve.

INSPECTION PROCEDURE

The general procedure adhered to during inspection. included removal of
components and identification according to their location on the aircraft,
such as a part of engine SIN 027-1A, or engine S/N 101-3A or blue, red,
or yellow blade. When the part was removed, it was first visually
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inspected without cleaning, because traces of oil or soot, peeled paint, or
stains can be very useful clues to the service environment of a particular
component. If a part showed only normal or expected signs of wear and
it was an accessory such as generator, fuel shutoff valve, instrument, or
similar vendor-supplied item, the inspection %%as completed by this firsi

visual inspection, provided the part had been working satisfactorily up to
the time of the tcardoAn. The engines were subject to a more thorough

inspection, but they were not disassembled.

Critical parts of the Hot Cycle propulsion system were subject to addi-
tional inspection beyond the first visual check.

Propulsion System and Hot-Gas System

I. Engines

-Both engines were removed from the aircraft and were stripped of all

accessories that were not part of the actual engine, The engines were
given an external inspection, after which MIL-L-7808 oil was sprayed

into the compressor inlets. The fuel controls were plugged. leaving
JP-4 as a preservative inside the units. Remova" of the oil screen on
engine SIN 027-IA to check for contamination was necessitated by the
ingesting of a 1-foot-square piece of cloth at the conclusion of tether
testing. No contamination was found on the screen. Examination of the

forward guide vanes showed some of the vanes to be slightly bent, and

the vane system was difficult to move. Engine S/N 101 -3A appeared to
be c omplctely normal. The engine accessory drive, the drive shaft on
the Nf governor, the engine tachometer shaft, and the splined shafts on
the hydraulic pump and generator all showed signs of fretting corrosion

on each engine, as shown in Figure 89.

2. Engine-Dive rter.-Valve Seals

Seals from both assemblies showed negligible wear and the lip segments

.. , sti*L" springy. There were indications of slight leakage between the
segments, as evidenced by soot tracks on the sealing surf-?cc of the duct

wall.

3. Diverter Valves

The diverter valves had been inspected at 5-hour intervals during the
flight test program. Small cracks were discovered during the last peri-

odic inspection and were repaired at that time. The teardown inspection
did not reveal any new cracks, but there were still large gaps in the seals

that were undoubtedly the main cause of valve leakage.
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Tachometer Generator

j..

Nj Governor Hydraulic Pump

Typical Parts With Fretting Corrosion

Figure 89. Engine Accessory Drive Couplings.
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4. Transition Ducts

Both transition ducts were in excellent condition, the only sign of use
being slight soot deposits. No cracks were found and there was no

distortion.
S

5. Tail Pipes

Both tail pipes wer,. in excellent condition. There were no cracl<s or
distortion.

6. Y-Duct and Triduct

The insulation was stripped from the Y-duct and triduct so that the parts
could be visually inspected for cracks. No cracks were found.

7. Hub Duct Rotating Seal Assembly

The hub duct seal assembly consists of an inner and an outer carbon seal.
The inner seal is approximately 7 inches in diameter and the outer seal
is approximately 17 inches in diameter. The inner seal is a one-piece
carbon ring that rides on a flame-plated ring or flat washer-type of sur-

face. This seal is free to move in a vertical direction and is spring-
loaded vertically to load the carbon face against the flame-plated surface.
The wear on the inner seal was very smooth and even around the circum-
ference, as shown in Figure 90. The wear rate was difficult to establish
because the carbon ring was within the drawing dimensional tolerance.
There were slight indications of carbon transfer from the seal into the
pores of the flame-plated ring.

The outer seal is rriade from circular carbon segments that ride on a
flame-plated section of the triduct wall. These segments are free to
move in and out radially and are spring-loaded inward against the flamne-
plated surface. The segmented "type of seal allowed the hot gas to attack
more free edges than the one-piece inner seal, so edge decomposition
and leakage were more of a problem on the outer seal. There were
traces of soot on the seal holder, which showed that leakage was occur-
ring between the butted ends of the carbon segments. There were also
some chipped or eroded edges on some of the carbon segments, as shown
in Figure 91. The overall condition of the carbon was good, and the
flame-plateC surface showed little carbon transfer. The wear rate was
difficult to establish, because the segments were within the drawing
dimensional tolerance.
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Installation Carbon Ring (Light Closeup of Carbon Ring (Dark

Circle in Center of Picture) Narrow Band)

Rubbing Ring Tungsten Carbide Closeup of Rubbing Ring

Flame Plating

Figure 90. Rotating Seal, Inner.
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Typical Unbroken Carbon Segments

-. t -j - ' ",

Typical Broken Carbon Segment Rubbing Ring Tungsten
Carbide Flame Plating

Figure 91. Rotating Seal, Outer.
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Rotor System Structure and Co.Rpontnts

1. Rotor Blade Spars I
The remnoval torque was recorded for each blade-segment-to-spar bolt,

and each bolt was placed in a numbered bag for identification. In order I
to assist in locating any gas leaks, the spars were then visually inspected
for traces of soot and discoloration before they were cleaned. Traces of

soot were found on tbe yellow blade spars at station 203. 5. All instrumen-
tation wiring and strain gaging were removed,and the spars were cleaned
with solvent. No cracks were found by microscopic examination in and

around the bolt holes, using a 40-power binocular type of scope.

There were some delaminations of the bonding used to bond the spar
assembly together as well as to bond the solid root fittings to the spar.
These delaminations had progressed only slightly during the test program,

and their progress was noted at each periodic inspection during testing.
The delamination of the bonding was not a problem, because generally it
was confined to the point at which a single lamination was dropped off.

I'

The blade-segment-to-spar bolts showed evidence of fretting and had cir- -1:
cumferential scratches from being inserted through the hard stainless

steel spars, as shown in Figure 92.

2. Blade Retention Straps

The retention straps were inspected with a 40-power microscope and

were determined to be in very good condition. No cracks were found and
the bolt holes were generally very smooth and free from fretting. One
bolt hole had a chipped strap lamination approximately halfway inside the

hole, as shown in Figure 93. This hole was the inboard hole on the
outboard end of the red blade forward strap. The cause of this chip was
not determined, but it appeared to have been done during assembly or
disassembly. The surface finish of one strap (at the root-end forward
blue-blade strap) showed roll or clamp-up marks, as can be seen in
Figure 93. Examination of typical retention bolts (see Figure 93) showed
the bolts to be in good condition.

3. Rotor Hub and Gimbal Assembly

The gimbal assembly was removed from the hub, and the bearings were
visually inspected and were determined to be in excellent condition. The
gimbal support structure and the hub area around the retention-strap

bolt holes were magnetically inspected and no cracks were found.

1 9ii
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Typical Fretting Spar to Segment Typical holes in Spars
Attach Bolts

Typical Fretting Spar Attach Typical Holes in Root Fittings
Bolts in Area of Root Fittings

Figure 92. Spar to Segment Bolts.
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Hole With Chipped Lamination Bolt From Hole With Chipped

Lamination - Note Scratch

. .!

Typical Hole, Excellent Bolt From Hole in Excellent
Condition 

Condition

Roll or Clamp-UJp Marks Typical Surface Finishon One Strap End Only [
Figure 93. Blade Retention Straps and Bolts.
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4. Feathering Ball

Each feathering ball ar.d beai ing assernbly was inspected visually and all I",
were found to be in goodl condition. The Teflon cloth on the ring had been
worn through to approxir:.'ttely 50 percent of its original thickness in some
areas, but the average wear was approximately 15 percent. The chrome-
plated aluminum feathering balls were in very good condition, with no

cracking or peeling of the chromne and very little apparent wear.

5. Rotor Shaft

The rotor shaft has a large nut on each end that held the rotor assembly
together and transferred all the thrust loads. The removal breakaway
torque on these nuts was 6,400 foot-pcounds for the lower nut and 4,780
foot-pounds for the upper ma4 ., The installation torque was 5,400 foot-
pounds nominal for both nuts.

The paint on the shaft had peeled and cracked on approximately 10 percent

of the surface, but the paint had not been burned away. The splines on
the shaft and the mating parts were in very good condition and there was
no evidence of fretting.

The shaft was magnetically inspected and no cracks were found.

6. Spoke Assembly

The spoke was magnetically inspected and no cracks were found.

7. Rotor Radial and Thrust Bearings

The radial bearing and the thrust bearaings were disassembled and the
rollers and races visually inspected, All three bearings were in excellent

condition, with no signs of brinelling, overheat, galling, or oil starvation.
The oil seals were in good condition, but the silicone seals had retained
their softness and sealing resliency bhtter than the neoprene seals.

8. Articulating Duct Assemblies

The articulating duct assembly for eact- blade consists of a gimbled ball
joint attached to the rotating triduct. 'The other end of the ball joint is

attached to a circular duct that leads ibtto a slip joint at blade station 42.5.
The ball joint is sealed by carbon segine:-1ýs riding on a locally flame- a
plated area of-the ball. The slip joint. 'I composed of a segmented-leaf-
type seal that rides on a flame-plated portion of the inboard circular duct
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sectione The outboard end of thE seal a,,tiumbly cdarnps directly to a bifur-

cated section that dividJts the gas flow into the blade forward and aft ducts
at station 60.5.

The tungsten carbide flame-plated surfaces of the ball joints were in
excellent condition, awd the carbon segments were in good condition
except for some slight scoring, as shown in Figure 94. The inner wall
of the root section of the articulating duct assembly in the area of the ball
joint was distorted from a circular shape to a hexagon on all three parts,
as shown in Figure 94. A.t the corners of this hexagon shape, there were
short cracks in the spa.nwise direction, these cracks being most predomi-
nant in the red blade assembly. The hot gas was in direct contact with
the duct wall at the sections where the cracks occurred. Neither the
external wall nor the ball showed signs of distress. The distortion pattern
of the inner wall with cracks at the corners could well have been the result
of buckling caused by thermal stresses in the hot wall.

9. Rotor Blade Ducting

In the constant-section portion of the blade, hot gas ducting is made up of
segments that slide together. The lap joint thus formed at each segment
is not gas-tight without secondary sealing. This sealing is accomplished
at the flexure couplings that tie the blade segments together at the exterior
skin of the blade. The construction in this area forms a cavity about each
lap joint that is then filled with self-curing silicone rubber compound to
seal up any cracks and secams that would allow hot gas to escape.

External inspection of thE rotor blades has provided clues to any leakage
of the duct joints Lv tiaces of soot that appeared on the spars and bladesk-ins. "'h blde. wre. n

in Te blades were inspected continuously during the test program
for traces of soot, which would indicate leakage.

Before the return flight to Culver City from Edwards Air Force Base, the

first and only major repair to the rotor was performed. A bolt at the tip
of the rear spar on the blue blade had jailed. The failure was caused by
the bolt being overheated, leading to stress alloying, and was the result
of a gas leak at the closing rib of the tip segment just ahead of the cascade
nozzle. Since the repair of this leak necessitated replacing the tip seg-
ment with a new part, the segment was removed at the first flexure
inboard of the tip. Examination of the duct lap joints and the flexure area
revealed that the silicone cornpound surrounding the lap joints had been
broken down into a granular substance from the heat and gas eroion. The
sealant was in good shape approximately one-half an inch from the lap

i1
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Deformed Duct Wall Inside Ball Typical Crack in Duct

Joint (Circular to Hexagon Shape) Wall Inside Ball Joint
Typical All Three Blades

14

Red Blade Segment Seal Red Blade Duct Wall

Typical Wear on Segmented Leaf Sliding Seals and Flame-Plated

Duct Walls

Typical Carbon Segment Seals - Note Slight Score Marks

Figure 94. Articulating Duct, Hub to Blade.
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joint, because the silicone compound that had been partially destroyed by
the hot gas was still providing insulation for the remainder of the material.
The unaffected material still sealed the closing ribs and the external skin
seams from leakage; in fact, the old compound had to be dug out of the
cavity so the tip segment could be reset in new material.

Teardown inspection of the yellow blade revealed soot marks on the spars
tuetween the ninth and tenth blade segments, station 203. 5; therefore, the
blade was taken apart at that flexure. The inspection of this flexure (see
Figure 95) revealed that the suspected leak was a very small seam leak
between the flexure and the exterior skin of the blade, The flexure itself
was in good condition. The yellow blade was also separated at station 241
for investigation of a slight bulge in the duct wall, as shown on Figure 96.
Inspection of this flexure showed it to be in good condition. The bulge in
the duct wall was at the slip joint between segments. The cause could not
be definitely determined, but damage during assembly was a possibility.
The yellow blade was also separated at the first flexure, station 91, and
the exterior skin was rernioved from the bottom of the blade in the tran-
sition section. No cracks were found in either the flexures or the skins.

10. Blade-Tip-Cascade Nozzles and Actuating Cylinders

The blade-tip cascades were removed and were visually inspected for
cracks, erosion, and signs of overheat. They were found to be in excel-
lent condition. The physical minimum exit area of each cascade was
measured with inside calipers and scale for use in performance calcula-
tions. The results of these measurements were shown in Table X.

The pneumatic blade-tip closure-valve actuating cylinders were removed
and were disassembled. Inspection revealed a chip out of one Teflon
piston seal that could not be explained, and all the cylinders had small
longitudinal scratches. The small scratches could be polished out
easily. The remainder of the seals and the rods were in good condition.

Control System Components

1. Rotor Control Actuators

The three servo cylinders were disassembled and were found to be in
excellent condition. The cylinders, pistons, and piston rods were
smooth, with no pitting, galling, or abnormal wear. Most of the seals

were in good condition with only normal wear. The seals inside the j
cylinders that separated the tandem power cylinders had been-leaking
slightly, but they appeared to h, -e been nicked during installation, which
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Soot Tracks, Which Show Suspected Flexure Eleven - Shown For

Leak - Aft Spar Comparison - No Soot Tracks

Flexure Ten Looking Outboard - Flexure Ten Looking L. .jard

Small Seam Leak, Upper Left
Dark Area

Figure 95. Flexure Ten, Yellow Blade, Station 203. 5.
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Bulge in Duct Wall, Forward Duct, Bulges in Duct Wall, Aft Duct,
Flexure Thirteen, Station 241 Flexure Thirteen, Station 241

"" I

Flexure One, Station 91, Typical Condition of Ducts, Station
Looking Inboard 203. 5, Looking Outboard

Figure 96. Hot Gas Rotor Ducting, Yellow Blade. j
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had been a difficult process at best. The servo valves were also leaking
slightly, as the O-rings had been shaved down to reduce breakout friction

on the valves.

The piston for one-half of the tandem power system is attached to the pis-
ton rod by a pin (see Figure 97). Because the piston pin failed during the
life-cycle test of the test servo actuator, the pins were changed in the
flight actuators. The pin that faiked was undersize and had a groove in
the middle for the setscrew. The replacement pins were made to a slop-
free push fit, and the groove was eliminated. The ends of the pins were
also rounded to prevent scratching the cylinders if the pin shifted axially.

The replacement pins were in good condition except for slight marks

where the pin and rod had relative motion caused by pin bending, as
shown on Figure 97.

2. Swash Plate Assembly

The rotating and stationary swash plates were disassembled, Zyglo
inspected, and found to be in excellent condition.

3 Blade Pitch Links and Control Rods

The pitch links and control rods were removed, cleaned, and magnetically
inspected. The areas of concern were the material around the rod-end
grease fittings and the last thread on the rod end near the head. Most

rod-end cracks and failures, except for bearing failures, occur at these
points. No cracks were found at the usual places in the pitch links or
rod ends, but approximately 50 percent of the rod ends had cracks and
chips around the retainer. These cracks were in the rod-end bodies
where the metal was swaged over the retainers. Typical cracks can be
seen in Figure 98. These cracks appear to have been caused by extreme
angular motion of the rod ends. These extreme movements probably
occurred during control check-out and calibration.

Approximately 25 percent of the jam nuts used on the rod ends were
cracked longitudinally, probably from overtorque during assembly. The
rod ends were in fair to good condition with respect to bearing looseness,
radial free play, and smoothness of rotation.

4. Walking Beams

The upper and lower walking beams were magnetically inspected and no
cracks were found. The tapered roller bearings used in the beams were
in excellent condition, showing no visible wear, looseness, or brinelling.
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Power Pistons and Rod Piston Pins for All Cylinders-
Note Marks Near Ends

Extrusion Cylinder End Bearing, Rod External Lip Seal and Scraper,
Typical Typical

Figure 97. Servo Actuator Components.
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Cracks and Chips in Swaged Area of Rod Ends Caused by
Extreme Control Displacemrent -Shafer P/Nq MVRSAF

Typical Rod Ends as Removed Seal Failure Trunnion Support
Bearing on HubP/N Z85-0511

Figure 98. Rod Ends and Self-Aligning Bearings.
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5. Diverter Valvc Actuators

The diverter valve actuators were removed and sent to the hydraulics

laboratory for internal inspection. The inspection showed some small

random scratches on the rods of both units, which could be polished out

easily. The static seal at the removable end of one unit showed signs of
overheat, and it had become hard and rough. All other seals appeared

to be in good condition and the cylinder bores were smooth.

Structure

1. Power Module

The A-286 high-temperature stainless steel used in the power module was

in excellent condition, there being no apparent cracks, distortion of shape,
or signs of overheat, There were beginning signs of corrosion, since the

aircraft had been exposed to the weather for more than one month during
teardown inspection.

2. Fuselage and Empennage

The alcmninum fuselage and empennage were in good condition, but the

corrosion buildup on these unpainted surfaces had been quite rapid. A

few minor rivets had popped loose in the pylon fairing, but no serious
cracks or structu:al distress was found.

3. Engine Mounts and Rotor Support Structure

The tubular engine mounts and the tubular rotor support structure were

all magnafluxed, and no cracks were found in these parts.

4. Landing Gear

The main and tail landing gear were visually inspected and found to be

free of any cracks or structural distress. The wheels and tires were in !

good condition. " i
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APPENDIX I
DESCRIPTION OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The test instrumentation used for thie 20-hour follow-on flight test pro-
gram was basically identical with that used for the 1 5-hour program,
with the exception of several modifications incorporated during the inspec-
tion and maintenance period prior to initiation of the follow-on flight
program. A comprehensive description of the instrumentation installed

and of the instrumentation procedures used has been presented in Appen-
dix I of Reference 1. A listing of the installed equipment is presented in
the following paragraphs. An instrumentation schematic is included as
Figure 99.

DESCRIPTION OF TASKS ACCOMPLISHED> DURING INSPECTION

AND MAINTENANCE PERIOD I
At the initiation of the 20-hour follow-on flight test program, the changes

made to the instrumentation system to improve the capability and relia-

bility were as follows:

1. Installed and calibrated new strain gages on the blade spars
2. Mounted the temperature recorders on shock mounts

3. Fabricated and installed temperature probes in the engine:1
inlets -

4. Replaced blade-to-hub thermocouple lead wire with wire
having improved flexibility

5. Inspected, calibrated, and performed necessary repair
of all recorders

6. Inspected and performed necessary repair of all wiring,
plugs, and thermocouples

7. Increased sampling rate of the blade-tip-cascade gastemperature

8. Performed onboard calibration of most transducers, as

well as laboratory calibrations
9. Improved screw attachments between hub-to-blade thermo- I

couple wiring and thermocouple switch boxes
10. Inspected, cleaned, and oiied rotor slip ring

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE, ROTOR BLADE SPARS

Changing the blade-spar strain gages at the initiation of the program
necessitated a complete laboratory calibration of the spars. The

test fixture used for calibration supports the root end of the blade
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Figure 99. Instrumentation Schematic.
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between a clamp around the feathering ball and a clamp around the

blade at station 73. 44, allowing the remainder of th(-. blade to act
as a cantilever beam. Loads were then applied at various blade
stations to produce the desired flapwise or chordwise bending moments.
The blade-skin torsion gages were also calibrated in thia test fixture
by applying a known couple to the blade tip and reacting the moment
through the pitch arm.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

1. Two 50-channel oscillographs, each having a 400-foot
magazine

2. Two potentiometer-type iZ-point thermocouple temperature
recorders

3. One photopanel utilizing a 35-mm sequence camera with a
400-foot film magazine

4. One battery-powered communications tape recorder
5. Data correlation timing system "1
6. A 16-mm cockpit camera with a 400-foot film riagazine

LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION MEASUREMENTS

Pilot's Panel, Direct-Reading Instruments

Airspeed indicator
Pressure altitude indicator
Rate of climb indicator .ll
Attitude indicator. pitch and roll
Turn and bank indicator
Engine turbine speed indicator, each engine

Engine discharge pressure indicator, each engine
Engine exhaust gas temperature indicator, each engine I
Engine fuel flow indicator, each engine
Engine oil pressure indicator, each engine
Engine oil temperature indicator, each engine
Fuel quantity indicator, dual reading, forward and aLt tanks
Hydraulic pressure indicator, dual reading, both systems
Rotor tachometer
Rotor oil pressure indicator
Rotor oil temperature indicator
Tilt-stop indicator
Ammeter (2)
Voltmeter
Inverter frequency meter
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Outside air temperature indicator
Compass

Auxiliary Cockpit Panel, Direct-Reading Instruments

Engine vibration amplitude indicator, each engine
Clock
Collective control position indicator
Longitudinal cyclic control position indicator
Lateral cyclic control position indicator
Rudder pedal position indicator
Pressure altitude indicator
Accelerometer, vertical
Engine discharge pressure indicator (sensitive), each engine
Data correlation counter
Oscillograph record counter
Film footage counter, photopanel

Photopanel (35-mm Sequence Camera), Flight Parameters and Engine
Performance

Airspeed indicator
Pressure altitude indicator
Rotor tachometer
Collective-pitch position indicator
Engine turbine discharge pressure indicator, each engine
Engine turbine discharge temperature indicator, each engine
Engine compressor discharge pressure indicator, each engine
Engine compressor discharge temperature indicator, each engine
Engine turbine speed indicator, each engine
Engine fuel flow indicator, each engine
Engine inlet temperature indicator, each engine
Clock
Data correlation counter
Fuel counter, both engines
Outside air temperature indicator
Tip cascade position indicator

Oscillograph 1, 50-Channel, Performance, Stability and Control,
and Structural Load Measurements

Rotor rpm and azimuth
Collective -pitch position
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Compressor discharge pressure, each engine
Turbine discharge pressure, each engine
Power lever angle, e,-.'h engine
Compressor variable geometry position, each engine
Engine rpmn, each engine
Engine mount acceleration, vertical, each engine
Engine mount acceleration lateral, each engine
Blade-tip gas pressure, three blades (forward and aft ducts)
Angle of sideslip
Yaw-control duct pressure
Yaw-control outlet duct pressure
Y-duct crossflow vane position
Longitudinal, cyclic-control position
Lateral cyclic-control position
Rudder pedal position
Rudder surface position
Rate of pitch
Rate of roll
Nf governor shaft rpm, each engine
Diverter valve position, each valve I
Rate of yaw
Pitch attitude
Roll attitude
Directional heading
Vertical acceleration at center of gravity
Lateral acceleration at center of gravity
Control actuator positi( n, right hand I
Control actuator position, left hand
Control actuator position, vertical
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, station 321, upper left hand
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, station 321, lower left hand
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, station 3Z1, upper right hand
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, station 321, lower right hand
Stabilizer bending, left hand forward spar
Stabilizer bending, left hand rear spar
Stabilizer bending, right hand forward spar
Stabilizer bending, right hand rear spar
Data correlation

Oscillograph 2, 50-Channel, Rotor Geometry, Blade and Hub
Structural Load Measurements

Rotor rpm and azimuth
Collective-pitch position
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Strap windup, blue blade
Blade pitch angle
Blade flapping angle
Hub tilt angle
Flapwise bending, station 63, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, station 75. 4, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, station 100, front and rear spar, blue blade '

Flapwise bending, station 140, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, station 220, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, station 270. front and rear spar, blue blade
Chordwise bending, station 90. 75, front and rear spar, blue blade
Chordwise bending, station 149. 0, front and rear spar, blue blade
Chordwise shear, station 23, feathering ball, blue blade
Vertical shear, station 23, feathering ball, blue blade
Duct torsion, station 15, inboard articulate duct, yellow blade
Blade torsion, station 38, blue blade
Blade torsion, station 83, blue blade
Main shaft bending, WL-12. 0 in plane of blue blade
Main shaft bending, WL-12. 0, 90 degrees to blue blade
Hub gimbal lug bending
Hub plate strain, forward and aft
Pitch-arm-link load (3 blades)
Swashplate drag-link load
Acceleration, lateral, upper bearing support
Acceleratio.a, longitudinal, upper bearing support

Acceleration, vertical, fuselage at horizontal stabilizer
Acceleration, lateral, fuselage at horizontal stabilizer
Acceleration, vertical, cockpit
A-c-ele-ton, lateral, cockpit

Longitudinal cyclic position
Lateral cyclic position
Longitudinal stick force
Lateral stick force
Cascade valve position
Landing gear oleo position, both oleos
Airspeed

Temperature Recorder 1 (Chromel-Alumnel), Rotor Temperatures

Blade-tip gas temperature3 blue blade
Front spar temperatures, blue blade
Rear spar temperatures, blue bladeFlexure temperatures, blue blade
Rib temperatures, blue blade

Spar cooling-air temperatures (3 blades)
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Outer-skin temperatures, blue blade
Gas-duct wall temperatures, blue blade
Rotor shaft temperatures
Tip transducer housing temperature
Root cooling-air temperature
Spar temperatures, forward and aft
Rotor spoke temperatures
Ball-joint inner surface temperature
Lower bearing housing temperature
Inboard articulate duct-seal temperature

Temperature Recorder 2 (Iron-Constantan), Structural Temperatures j
Engine and engine accessory temperatures
Engine and diverter valve bay temperatures
Lateral pylon temperatures
Radial and thrust bearing housing temperatures
Aft fuselage and yaw valve compartment temperatures
Yaw duct and Y-duct blanket temperatures
Y-duct bay temperatures
Yaw valve )utlet temperatures

1
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APPENDIX II
ROTOR BLADE FATIGUE LIFE COMPUTATION

The S-N curve used in calculating XV-9A rotor blade life in Appendix III
of Reference 3 was based on fatigue testing of a full-scale root-eId speci-
men of the rotor blade at room temperature.

To substantiate this S-N curve, additional fatigue testing has been con-
ducted on reduced-scale specimens simulating the blade spar, the blade
segment and its bolt attachment tc the spar. Testing was conducted
at room temperature as well as at a simulated 300-degree-F tempera-
ture difference between the blade segment and the spar. This tempera-
ture difierential duplicates the conditions in the actual votor blade as
measured during flight testing of ti.e XV-9A.

Flight Test Data

(Temperatures on segment I as shown on Figure 15 of Reference I.)

Temperature
Thermocouple (deg F)

BS l-I 'orward duct at front spar, Typical 580
station 96

B 13 Front spar at station 91 Typical 125

BS 1-5 Rear duct Typical 525

B 3(C Rear spar at station 90 Typical 100

Since the difference in temperature between the duct and spar is on the
order of 425 to 455 degrees F, it seems reasonable to assume that the
spar-to-segment temperature differential is approximately 300 degrees F.

The method used to compare the fatigue data from the reduced-scale spar
fatigue test specimens with the full-scale root-end fatigue test specimens
wvas to plot the cyclic 1-earing stress in the bolt hole versus the number of
load cycles to failure or to the end of the test.

The data from the specimens tested at room temper'ature are in good
agreement with the data from the full-scale root-end fatigue test speci-
men. All the specimens are in the sarr,e failure range (Figure 100).
Failure in all the specimnfn•- occurred in tic Lolt holes. These are the
bolt holes required for attaching the blade spars to the blade segments.
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Fatigue tests on reduced s-ale spar specimens tested at 300-degree-F
differential temperature showed a considerable improvement in fatigue
life (Figure 100). This improved life is attributed to the temperature
differential strains in the blade segment causing the steady and cyclic
bearing loads to be reduced for nominal bolt fit. Not only the reduction
in steady and cyclic bolt load that results in lower stresses in the bolt
hole but also the reduction in stress concentration factor Kt make for an
improved loading condition at the bolt hole.

As illustrated in Figure 101, the ratio of cyclic bearing stress to cyclic
tension stress at a loaded bolt hole has been shown to have a direct effect
on the stress concentration factor Kt at the bolt hole (Reference 13, page
331, Figure 15.7).

20

ix15
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BEARING STRESS
TENSION STRESS

Figure 101. Bolt Hole Stress Concentration Factor.
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From Figure 102, the calculated cyclic load carried by the spar-to-
segment attaching bolts at room temperature is high and is not greatly

affected by bolt fit until the bolt slop exceeds 0. 010 inch. This range of
load is representative of the bolt loads that the full-scale root-end fatigue
test specimen experie'nced. This means that the full-scale test specimen
experienced cyclic loads at the bolt hole 2 to Z-112 times greater than on
the actual rotor blade for equal chordwise moments.

As a basis for comparing the data, the bolt bearing area is taken as the
nominal bolt hole diameter (0. 25 inch) times the 0. 051 -inch lamination.
This is the thickest lamination in the spar and is next to the shear surface
between the spar and blade segment. This is the lamination on which the
bearing load tends to peak.

593 lb
Cyclic bearing stress = - = 47, 500 psi (Figure 103).

0. 2 5 in. x 0.051 in.

The cyclic axial load in the spar from chordwise shear is 5, 500 to 6, 000

pounds, which gives a nominal cyclic tension stress of 6,000 psi.I

The ratio of cyclic bearing stress to cyclic tension stress from the full-
scale blade root-end fatigue test indicates that the Kt value is 8 to 9.

Cyclic bearing stress = 47, 500 psi 94

Cyclic tension stress 6,000 psi

Kt ý 9 (from curve)

Applying this same stress ratio to the small-scale spar fatigue data and
plotting this data on the S-N curve (Figure 104) show that s.n S-N curve
with a greater endurance limit results when the temperatu -s are properly

simulated. Figures 102 and IC3 show that a reduction in steady bolt load
resulting from differential temperature strains also causes a reduction in
the cyclic bolt load. This is true for all bolt fits except tight fits. Since

tight bolt rfis, wh-ih are bolt fits of less than 0.002-inch bolt slop, are
not typical of the actual XV-9A blade, this curve can be neglected.
Inspection of the XV-9A spar bolt holes at the end of whirl tests and at
the end of the 15-hour flight test program showed that the tolerances
resulted in n , tighter than a nominal bolt fit.

Using the cyclic load of 269 pounds from Figure 103 for a nominal bolt

fit at the 300-degree-F differential temperature and dividing this by the
bolt bearing area gives the following cyclic bearing stress.
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2,000

Asegment Aspar
Bolt Fit (in.)

1,500 Tight 2 x 153

Nominal 7 x 153
, Loose l1.4x 153

(Values from Figure 102)

0 NominaL Fit at
O 1,000 Room iTight Fit gTemp

(0 •~at T emp / RoTight Fit eat•

U Room Tamp
U

500 -Loose Fit at Room Tamp

Loose Fit at Tem R

Nominal Fit at Temp0~~~ 1
0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000

STEADY LOAD - LB

Figure 103. Bolt Loads - Spar to Segment Cyclic
Load Versus Steady Load.

Cyclic bearing stress = . 69 lb 01 =2 1, I00 psi

0. 25 in. x 0, 05l i. I
The value of Kt is calculated as follows:

Cyclic bearing stress 21, 100 psi = 3.52 Kt = 5. 5 (from curve)
Cyclic tension stress 6, 000 psi 3

Applying this Kt value to the reduced scale spar specimens shows a
further improvement in the S-N curve, as seen in Figure 104.

As seen in Figure 104, the S-N curve based on the full-scale blade root-

end fatigue test specimen is too conservative to use in calculating blade
life, because of the absence of temperature effects. A median curve is
shown on Figure 104, which takes into account temperature effect. This
S-N curve is also conservative to use in calculating blade life, as the
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S-N curve for nominal bolt fit (which is the upper boundary of the range

in Figure 104) should theoretically býe used. This conclusion is justified

by the inspection of the XV-9A spar, which showed that the hole sizes

were toward the loose tolerance. The XV-9A blade life conservatively

calculated, using the median S-N curve, shows a life of 1,590 hours

(see Table X11). It is believed that this blade life is representative of the

actual blade with its looser bolt tolerances anrl at the observed tempera-

ture conditions.

TABLE XII
ROTOR BLADE LIFE

Load Spectrum - Flight 35

Cyclic Cyclic n N
Axial Axial Cycles Life Cycles
Load Stress Per From

Sta 90.75 Sta 90. 75 100 Median(lb) (lb/sq in.) Hours S-N Curve n/N

5,500-6,000 5,790-6,310 135,000 6,000,000 0.02Z5
6,000-6,500 6,310-6,840 46,000 2,800,000 0.0164
6,500-7,000 6,840-7,370 10,000 1900,000 0.0052
7,000-7,500 7,370-7,900 2,600 1,400,000 0.0019
7,500-8,000 7,900-8,410 900 1,050,000 0.0009
8,000-9,000 8,410- 9,430 120 650,000 0.000Z

100 hr x 0.75
Service life = = 1,590 hr

0.0471

This blade life is based on the median S-N curve shown on Figure 104.

ANALYSIS

General equation for spar-to-segment attachment bolt load:

Bolt load A "s00F E+
lef ( segment spar A30F L

(bolt bolt diff
\s lop s lop

A \AE_ ,Chordwise Cyclic Blade Shear[ spar segment +spar| L =

cyclic bolt bolt
axial slop slop/i
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AE _ 29 x 106 x 0.062 is in.= 0. Z28x 106 lbper in.
L 6. Z5

General equationi fo+ a egrnent + OOpar >300°F>cf> Aspar
(bolt bolt diff cyclic

a lop slop axial

a. Bolt load = [chordwise cyclic blade shear (269 * 269 lb)]
Inboard spar-to-segment bolt

a. Unloaded Spar
b. Acf = spar axial elongation due to

centrifugal force = 60, 000 psi c106psi b. Centrifugal Force Only;29x 1 psiRoom Temperature

6. 75 in. = 12.29x 10-3 in.

C. A300OF = segment elongation due

to 300-deg F temperature differ- cf )c
ential between blade segment and c. A Temperature Strain

6 in. 
300F

spar =300F x 9x 10 i F Has Overcome Bolt Slop and
-3 Centrifugal Force Strain

6. Z5 in. = 16. 9 x 10 in. (Net Temperature Strain)

Acyclic= cyclic elongation of the cf , - f,--f
axiali spar due to cyclic chord-load wise blade bending d. Bolt Slop Has Relieved Bolt

Centrifugal Force Strain and

6, 000 lb 6.25 in. A Strain (No Net Strain)
0. 95 sq in. 29x10600F

±"i. 36 x iu in.
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II
APPENDIX III

RESULTS OF SIMULATED HOT CYCLE SPAR TESTS WITH THERMAL
GRADIENTS BETWEEN SPAR AND DOUBLER

SUBJECT

This appendix presents the results of small-scale spar specimen fatigue
tests conducted in the HTC-AD structures test laboratory during the
months of June and July 1965.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the tests was to determine the effect of thermal gradients
between the spar and simulated segments on" the fatigue strength of a
laminated specimen simulating the spar of the XV-9A research vehicle.

TEST SPECIMEN

Each of the six specimens was made up of 15 AM355 stainless steel lami-
nations bonded together between laminations with HT 424. Lamination I

thicknesses were: first, 0. 025 inch; second through fourteenth, 0. 007
inch; and fifteenth, 0. 009 inch. A doubler of 0. 050 inch by 1. 0 inch was
bolted to one side of each specimen, simulating a segment attachment on
an actual blade. See Figure 105.

Specimen details are shown in Figure 106.

TEST SETUP i

The specimens were run in an axial tension- fatigue machine of the below-
resonance type operating at a speed of 30 cps.

When the specimens were run with heat applied, a quartz lamp heater was
located on the doubler side of the specimen. Insulating and reflecting I
materials were located so that only the doubler was heated. Figures 107
through 110 show the hot and cold setups. -

TEST PROCEDURE

The fit of the 0. 163-inch-diameter pin to the holes in the specimen and
doubler was an important criterion. Pin sizes, hole sizes, and hole
spacing in specimen and doubler were all carefully measured to obtain
the desired fits. F
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Figure 107. 0 verall ViewA of Gold Specimen Set-up (Room Temperature).
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I
After assembly of the doubler with the spar, the specimen was installed
in the test machine and run at room temperature to obtain cold load dis-:tributions. The specimenrs were then heated to oblain a 3 00-degree-F
temperature differential between the far side of the spar and the doubler
and run at the same external loads as cold.

4INSTRUMENTATION

The load applied to the entire specimen was monitored by a strain-gaged
load cell that was in series with it.

The proportion of that load that went into the doubler was monitored by
strain gages mounted on the doubler.

The temperature measurements were made with iron-constantan therrno-
couples monitored on a recording potentiometer.

TEST LOADS

The loads applied to the specimen, externally, were 11,000 * 1, 500"-pounds, The amount of load that was induced into the doubler was influ-
enced by many factors, the primary factors being temperature, hole
diameter, center distances, and pin diameter.

The loads induced into the doubler were as follows:

- - Specimens at room temperature Steady 545 to 1, 037
Cyclic 144 to :1095

Specimens run at elevated Steady 0 to 300
temperatures Cyclic *74 to ±175

TEST RESULTS

Table Xli1 indicates the loads, fits, conditions, and other pertinent datarecorded during the tests. Figures 11lL 1? and -!3 1l!..trate the spe-1-
mens after completion of testing.
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44

Figure I111. View of Side "A" of Specimens After 'lest, Failures ip. I and 3.
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F igure 112. View of Side 'B' of Specimens After Test Failure in
Specimen 2.
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CONCLUSIONS

High accuracy of the steady loads recorded in the doubler when heated
was not possible because: I

An increase is-. temperature changes the bridge balance position,
since the interconnecting wires were not of matched resistance.

A temperature gradient existed between the two sides of the doubler,
causing an arching effect and thus creating some bending strain
that was recorded by the gages. The gages were located in a
milled-out section close to the neutral axis. However, it is prac-
tically impossible to be absolutely insensitive to some bending.

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the application of
heat, which causes the reduction in steady stress in the oubler, will
substantially increase the endurance limit of the specimens.

-1

I
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II
APPENDIX IV

DESCRIPTION OF TASKS ACCOMPLISHED DURING
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PERIOD

Prior to the start of flight testing, a comprehensive inspection of the
rotor system, propulsion system, fuselage, ermpennage, landing gear,

electrical and hydraulic systems, flight controls, and test instrumenta-
tion was accomplislied to assure flight safety and proper fun ioning
during the flight test program. Minor modifications were incorporated
to improve operation of the aircraft, systems, and test instrumentation.
These changes were determined by the inspection activities and by analy-
sis of test data and flight operating experience from the previous 15-hour
flight test program. A description of the items of inspection and mainte-

nance that were accomplished prior to start of the testing follows. A
configuration and change log is included as Appendix VI.

ROTOR AND HUB COMPONENTS

Rotor Blade Disassembly

The rotor blades were removed from the aircraft and disassembled to the
extent of removing leading and trailing edges, spars, and retention straps.
Inspection of components disclosed the following:

1. Flexures in the root end were inspected as permitted
through access holes using a borescope. These flexures
were in the area where cracks had occurred during the

blade root-end fatigue tests (Reference 4). No cracks
were found. Some corrosion was present on the flexures.
Laboratory analysis showed the corrosion produ-ts to be

those normally encountered during manufacturing
processing and those resufting from subjection of
components to the moderate corrosive atmosphere of
the contractor's plant location close to the ocean.

2 Inspection of the spars showed no cracks. Each hole
was scanned using a 16- to 20-power glass. Particular
attention was given the edges of the laminations and the
area adjacent to the holes.

3. Retention straps were removed and inspected. There
was no evidence of cracks or undue fretting. No evidence
of fretting was present at the bolted end, indicating that
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sufficient bolt torque had been applied and maintained.
The Teflon coating was partially worn off where the

straps contacted the shoe, and the epoxy paint on thc
shoes chipped off in places on removal of the straps.
No damage could be found from the forward strap
inboard-rib interference encountered during the controls
check on the first flights.

4. Spar-to-blade-segment 'attach bolt torques were measured
on removal. Some bolts showed a dropoff in torque arid

evidence of fretting. There was no set pattern to these

discrepancies.

5. Segments were inspected by looking down the ducts from

the inboard end with a bright spotlight, and also from

the outboard end by using a mirror to look past the
cascade turning vanes. Ducts appeared to be normal.
Some leakage from the segments was evident on the three
outboard segments of the blue blade. A smaller amount

was noted at the same stations on the other blades. Holes

in segments were mnasured. No change in diameters

was noted.

6. The leading and trailing edges were found to be in good

condition.

Rotor Blade Reassembly

On reassembly, the following items were accomplished:

1. Spars were cleaned, and any scratches or discontinuities
on the surface of hole bores were polished out.

2. The Armajon antifretting material was replaced.

3. All quarter-inch-diameter bolts attachIng the spar to
the segments were replaced. All other bolts were
magnafluxed before installing.

4. Instrumentation on the blue-blade spar was replaced.

5. Retention straps were cleaned, and all scratches and
dis-untinuities were polished out, including the hole
bores.
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6. Retention strap attach bolts were magnafluxed. The

shoes were sanded and recoated with epoxy paint.

S7. Blade tip cascade areas wert reduced approximately 3. 2
square inches per blade (9. 6-square-inch total) by means
of an adjustable restriction attached to th-e turning vanes, -

Hub Area Inspection

Inspection of the hub a-ea showed only one discrepancy -- chipping of the
flame plating on one articulating duct where it contacts the lip seal. This
chipped duct was replaced, as vkre all three lip seals. There was no
evidence of unusual gas leakage or wear. Particular attention was given
to the retention strap attach bolt holes and the area around them.

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Fuselage Inspection

No evidence of overheating or overloading of fuselage structure could be
found. The entire fuselage was found to be in good condition.

Power Module Inspection

A few cracks (four) were found in the power module. Most were in the
area of leading- and trailing-edge fairing attachment to the fuselage and
nacelle. They were regarded as minor and were stop-drilled. Other
than this, the power module structure was in excellent condition.

Empennage Inspection

Inspection of the 5tabilizers and rudders was completed without anything
abnormal being found.

Landing Gcar Inspection

A chock n' th- ch rhn•-v.•q'nirp emnn th- mnin lanrding gear oleo shov, red

the pressure to be too high (400 psi instead of 200 psi in the full extended

position). The prcssure was reduced to the proper value.

Miscellaneous Items Accomplished orn Reassembly

1. Fairings were made for the fuselage-empennage intersection,
landing gear attach fitting at the fuselage, and the nacelle
stiffening strut at the fuselage.
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.. Nacellc stiffening struts werc installed between th,;
nacelle and fuselage. The ballast was removed from

the nacelles.

3. The rotor blade inboard rib flanges were ground to minimize
the interference with the forward retention straps.

4. Additional "snap vents" were added to the fuselage to provide
additional cooling for desert operation.

5. The rudder was rerigged for 2 degrees more right rudder
(7-degree total) with pedals and yaw valve in neutral position.

To acconmplish this rerigging, it was necessary to clear a
few rudder hinge interferences.

6. The stabilizer setting was lowered 1/2 degree, from
3 degrees to /-1/2 degrees.

PROPULSION SYSTEM

The following propulsion system tasks were accomplished during the.

inspection:

I. An air scroll was addeed to each engine-mounted electrical
generator to improve ceoling.

2. T 2 temperature probes were installed -- three pei engine
inlet.

3. Engine SIN 027 was removed and shipped to the manufacturer
for inspectioi: and "zero timing".

4. Engine SIN 101 was built up and installed as engine 1.

5. The location of thF;rmocouples wa;, reviewed. Thermo-

couples were deleted, replaced, and added as required

r a. . 01.. a, 01 83 . ...0=-:---

6. All hot-gas-system duct joints were checked for evidence
of leakage. Instructions were issued for initial clamp
torques and for periodic checks.

L
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75-percent NG, and the flight idle (used by the rotor overspee.2d system)
was adjusted to 93. 3-percent NC.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Control Cylinder Rework

The three cylinders were rem~oved, disassembled, and reworked to
incorporate a modified piston and piston rod pin. In addition, the tail

housings were instrumented.

The cylinders were proof-tested, leak-testid. and function-tested. The

high-pressure relief valves were reworked to obtain the proper relief

settings.

Cyclic Stick "Pulser"

A device was added in the cockpit so that the pilot may pulse the cyclic

stick 1/2 inch in a repeatable manner. This device was used only for
specific stability testý, and is not normally attached to the cvciic stick.

Pilot Linkage Inspection

Each pilot rod bearing, bellcrank, and rod was inspectedi for abrasion,

bends, binding, looseness, cracks, seal damage, and lubrIcation

retention. Bearings were regreased as required. No discrepancies

were noted, Swash plate bearing torque was measured (120 to 150 lb-in.)

and was satisfactory. The entire power linkage was inspected. Partic-

ular attention was given to seal condition, grease retention, and grease

condition. No discrepancies were found. The control pushrods inside
the rotor shaft were removed, cleaned, and inspected for heat danage,

bearing condition, abrasion, and straightness. The rods were magna-

fluxied for cracks. Results of the inspection were satisfactory with the

exception of one rod-end shank nut, which was cracked as a result of

overtorque. All nuts on all rods were replaced and torqued properly.

The rods were repainted and reinstalled. The control system wac.

rerigged and checked for interferences. Collective and cyclic travels

were measured. No interferences were encountered, and the travels

were correct. The outboard pitch link and control cylinder strain gages

were calibrated.
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Yaw Control

The portion of the control cable between the cockpit bulkhead and the yaw
control valve was replaced with a 1 /4-inch cable. The rudders were
rigged so that they were deflected 7 degrees right for the closed yaw con-
trol valve position, One push-pull rod-end fitting was extended to acconm-
nmodate this rigging. The yaw control linkage bearings, push rods,
pulleys, and cables were inspected. No discrepancies were found.

BRAKE SYSTEM

The brake mehanical components were inspected. All components were
in a satisfact,,ry condition. The brake hydraulic components were inspec-
ted for damage, abrasion, tube kinks, and leakage. The system was
tested to 1, 000 psi. No discrepancies were found. The tailwheel lock
cable system was inspected for wear, binding, and damage and foun6 to
be satisfactory.

CASCADE-VALVE ACTUATION SYSTEM

The cascade-valve actuator supply tube was removed and inspected for
damage. The support clips in the area of the blade root were damaged
as a result of personnel mishandling. These clips were removed and
replaced with heavier cl'ps. The joint between the spar tube and flexures
was rebuilt to permit flexure removal without requiring removal of the

blade strap bolts.

The cascade-valve position-indicating switch wires and the cooling-air
thermal switch wires were remnved and replaced with a lighter bundle,

A more secure attachment method was devised and used.

The cascade-valve actuating cylinders were removed and inspected and
were found to have excessive leakage due to piston rod galling. The
piston heat treat was modified and the pi.ton rod was chrome-plated for
buildup and reground. All rubbing surfaces were treated with Electro-

film, The cylinders were assembled with new seals, leak-tested, and
proof-tesftpd to 3 000 pWi Tl-o leakage w n ctictn"ri•hr lInv

The hub plumbing was inspected and found to be satisfactory. The hub
flexures were removed, inspected, and subjected to Zyglo examination.

No discrepancies were found. The cascade-valve actuating system was
reassembled and tested to 3, 000 pi. Results were satisfactory. A
thermal relief valve was installed on the cascade-valve actuating system,
supply bottles.
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS I
All high-pressure hoses were removed and replaced with factory-swaged

assemblies and proof-tested to 7, 000 psi. All filter elements v.ere

removed and examined for contamination accumulation. Results were

satisfactory. The Nf hydraulic subsystem (rotor-speed governing) was +
modified to relocate the filters in the motor-case drain line and to place
pressuri transducers at the motor inlet and ouitlet ports.

The Nf pumps ard motors were removed and bench-checked for case

drain flow and for friction torque. Results were satisfactory. A

The hydraulic system was inspected for leakage, damaged lines and

components, abrasion, heat damage, kinks, cracks, signs of interference

with moving items, excessive dirt, and proper fitting security. No dis-
crepancies were noted.

The hydraulic system was filled, bled, and leak-checked. No discrep-

ancies were noted. The system was then proof-tested to 3, 750 psi to

test system relief valves.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM AND COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS

The crossflow warning system components were removed. The Y-duct

sensing vane was secured in a vertical position. Engine low-speed
warning switches, lights, and a disarming control were installed. A

data correlation counter and "no record" lights were installed on the

instrument panel in place of the crossflow indicator and the engine

mismatch lights.

The voltmeter and the ammeters were removed and placed on the auxil-
iary cockpit instrument panel. The yaw indicator was removed and
placed in the position of the unused electrical outside-air temperature

indicator. (A direct-operating outside-air temperature indicator was

6till installed on the cockpit canopy.) The 400-cps frequency meter

adjustment bridge was moved to make room for the revised radio

installation.

The ARC 73 and ARC 45 controls and the radio control box were installed

in the control console. The ARC 45 control and the radio control were

installed immediately forward of the power levers, and the ARC 73

control was mounted alongside the console on the left-hand side. The

cables to the transceiver units were run through the cockpit bulkhead.
The ARC 73 and ARC 45 transceivers and the dynamotor were mounted

above the forward fuel cell.
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Cooling-air inlet ducts for the generators were fabricated and installed,
All electrical system components and wiring were inspected for fraying..
abras•io-A, heat darnage, interferences with operating mechanisi',s, and
general security. No discrepancies were noted.

"TEST INSTIIUMENTATION

See Appendix I.
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i APPENDIX V

ROTOR (X)NITRO!L SYSTEM ROD ENI)I'••rT'L -1 AT1".S "I

SUBJECT
*

This appendix concerns an axial fatigue test of a typical XV-9A rotor
control system rod end. This test was conducted in the ItTC-AD struc-
tures test labora ory in May 1965.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the test was to substantiate the fatigue life of the rod end
for increased flight loads.

SPECIMEN

The specimen consisted of two P/N 285-0326-7 rod ends, Shafer model
YD-252.

TEST SETUP

The rod ends were installed in each enct of a 4-inch-long stece iod,
simulating the procedure specified in drawing 285-0307. The specimen
assembly was mounted in an axial fatigue test machine. This test
machine is a subresonant-type operating at 30 cycles per second, with
the cycles recorded on a mechanical counter. Steady and vibratory loads
were monitored from a strain-gaged load cell set up in series with the
specimen assembly. This setup is shown in Figures 114 and 115.

RESULTS

The rod end successfully withstood a total of 1, 264, 700 cycles of the
following fatigue test loadings:

2,310 = 5,080 pounds for 785, 500 cycles
5, 100 ± 5,080 pounds for 479, 200 cycles

This was equivalent to 80 hours of flight operation at the maximum loads

encountered in flight. Inspection after test revealed slight brinelling
felt on the bearing race when slowly rotated by hand; however, there
was no evidence of incipient fatigue failure.
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Figure 1.14. Rod End Specimen Installed in Fatigue Test Machine.
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A1'PNDI)1X V1

f-l),'AT £I"YRTJIt IQN ANiD CHANGE. LUG

Accotn-
plish

Iten Preflight
Nunibe r De •c) Cr)t ion Number Date

1 Lcutncved three rotor blades fromn hub, 22 3/22/65
remiovcd blade spars, cleaned up. in-
spe.cted spars and reinstalled on blades.
Replaced 1/4-inch diamicter spar-to-
Seggitnent atta fnuent bullts and Arnialon
antifrettin{. material. Pe,_nslalled strain
gages on blue blade and recalibrated.
Reinstalled blades in hub.

2 Removed and inspected blade retention 22 /22/65
strap pa ks, cleaned up and polishcd out
scratches on straps and hole bores.
Nuagnafluxed retcetion- strap attach bolts.
Sanded and recoated shqes witi epoxy paint.

3 Replaced articulating duct lip seals on 22 3/22/65
three biades.

4 Replaced one articulating duct section 22 3/22/65
because of chipped flame plating.

5 Removed material from inboard rPb 22 3/22/65
flanges of three blades to eliminat,, inter-
ference with forward retention straps.

6 Reduced tip cascade area (9.6-square-inch- 22 3/22/65
geometrical total) by installation of exit

ramps in tip cascades.

7 Installed nacelle-to-fuselage braces, 22 3/22/65
removed engine nacelle ballast.

8 Replaced rudder control cables with 1/4- 22 3/22/65
inch-diameter cable; r'iggcd rudder-s to
7 degrees right with yaw valve neutral.

9 Changed stabilizer incidence from 3 de- 22 3/22/65
grees nose-up to 2.5 degrees nose-up.

10 Reweighed and ballasted aircraft. 22 3/22/65
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IiAccom-

plish
Item Preflight

Number Description Numnbrer Date

11 Removed engine SIN 027-2A; installed 22 3/22/65 +
engine S/N 10] -3, L/H nace]ic:.

1z Installed threc T2 probes in each engine 22 3/22/65
inlet.

13 Inst!led ARC 73 and ARC 45 radios. 22 3i22/65

14 Installed engine low-speed warning 22 3/22/65
system.

15 Installed generator cooling air scrolls. 22 3/22/65
Provided cutouts and louvers in forward
nacelle cowls for additional cooling.

16 IRntigged theral relied flight controls. 22 3/22/65

17 Instaled thermal relief valve in blade- 22 4/20/65
tip cascade pressure lines.

18 Installed aft fuselage overheat warning 22 4/27/65
sensor and light.

19 Installed solenoid-operated bypass valves 22 4/27/65
for rotor-governing deactivation
capability.

20 Recalibrated all pilot's panel and test 22 4/1/65
instrumentation.

21 Retracked and rebalanced rotor. 22Z 4/29/65

22 Removed crossflow indicating systemand 22 3/22/65
installed engine low-speed warning.
system.

23 Readjusted pitch links and balance weights 23 5/3/65
on red blade.

24 Revised fuselage and tail ballast (to same 23 5/3/65
as initial 157 hour program). Takeoff
gross weight, -15,300 lb; initial center of
gravity, sta 298.0.

25 Remuved Y.acelle-to-fuselage braces. 24 5/5/65
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A rcrnrn- I
plish

It~em Preflight
Number Description Numnbe r Date

26 Reinstalled nacelle ballast weights; 24 5/5/65
215 lb each nacelle.

27 Replaced engine 2 hydraulic pump. 24 5/5/65

28 Installed tip weights oil stabilizers; 24 5/5/65
11 lb each tip, flights 24 B and C;
18 lb each tip, flight 24 D.

29 Removed fuel control S/N 22629 from 24 5/7/65
engine S/N 101-3; installed fuel control
S/N 23249; reset density adjustment to
0.69; rerigged variable geometry feed-
back cable.

30 Replaced rotor-driven hydraulic pump. 24 5/11/65

31 Rernoved 40-lb tail ballast weight; 25 5/18/65
installed 7-lb stabilizer tip weights.
Takeoff gross weight, 15,314 lb; Initial,
center of gravity, sta 298.3.

32 Removed ramp-type tip cascade exit tabs; 26 5/20/65
installed vane trailing-edge exit tabs,

same physical area.

33 Cleaned engine compressors with Rustlick 27 5/24/65
606 and water per GE instructions.

34 Decreased tip-cascade exit area by 3.5 27 5/24/65
square inches geometrical total.

35 Removed engine S/N 101-3A; installed 28 6/1/65
engine S/N 027-2B, LH nacelle; installed
fuel control S/N 23249 on engine 027-2B.

36 Added external air scoops, louvers, and 28 5/28/65
cutouts to engine cowl doors for increased
generator and engine oil cooling.

37 Installed full span rudder trim tabs with 28 6/2/65
1-inch chord bent up 4 degrees.

38 Installed 1/8-inch-diameter tie-cable 28 6/4/65
between stabilizer tips.
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Accorn-

plish
Ttenn rreiiighnt

Number Description Numbe r Date

39 Replaced engine primary and secondary 30 6/15/65
fuel manifold linfb (excessive corrosion). 9 9

40 Recalibrated flight controls and checked 31 6/17/65

rigging.

41 Replaced engine 1 hydraulic pump. 32 6/23/65 &

A
42 Replaced engine I hydraulic fire-wafl 35 7/1/65

shutoff valve.

43 Repaired lateral servo dither actuators. 35 7/1/65

44 Rerigged rudder control system for rud- 38 7/12/65
ders neutral with yaw valve neutral.

45 Removed diverter valve 2, SIN 011, RH 40 7/15/65
nacelle, for repair of cracks and seal
rework.

46 Removed engine SIN 026-IB; installed 40 7/15/65
engine S/1,. l0l-3A RH1 nacelle, fuel con-
trol S/N 22626; density set at 0.69.

47 Readjusted diverter valve actuating times 40 7/20/65
from 0.5 to 1.0 sec (approximate).

48 Rerigged rudder control system for 7 40 7/22/65
degrees left rudder with yaw valve closed.

49 Removed forward fuselage ballast. Take- 40 7/23/65
off gross weight, 15,190 lb, initial center

of gravity, sta 298.3.

50 Rerigged rudder control system for 7 41 7/27/65
degrees right rudder with yaw valve closed.

51 Revised fuselage and tail-gear ballast to 41 7/28/65
give more aft center of gravity. Takeoff
gross weight, 15,040 lb; initial center of

gravity, sta Z98WR.

52 Removed L/H diverter valve, S/N 012, 4Z 8/2/65
for inspection by General Electric and
replacement of rotor position switch.
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A ccom-
plish

Item Preflight
Number Description Number Date

53 Replaced broken spar attachment bolt, 42 7/29/65

blue blade, rear spar, outboard hole

in tip segment.

54 Removed, inspected, and replaced random 43 8/6/65

1/4-inch-diameter bolts in constant-

section blade segments of all three blades;
inspected holes in spars and segments.

55 Removed LH cockpit door for initial pcr- 43 8/5/65

tion of flight.

56 Activated LH cockpit seat for crew mem- 43 8/5/65

ber, removed cockpit camera.

57 Removed and replaced blue-blade tip- 44 8/19/65
segment assembly because of cracked
closing rib and eroded duct ends.

58 Replaced 5/16-in±.i-diameter bolts, tip 44 8/18/65
segment, three blades with NAS 625 bolts.

59 Removed, reinstalled, and resealed tip 44 8/19/65

cascade assembly, blue blade. Replaced
tip segment to aft spar bolts with special

A-286 high-strength bolts.

60 Reweighed aircraft at Edwards Air -orce 44 8/16/65
Base. Takeoff gross weight. 15.382 lbs;
initial center of gravity, sta 299.2.

61 Rebalanced rotor. 44 8/26/65
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APPENDIX VII
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT•iNDL BALANCE DAT A- XV -P AS 1507

Weight and balance data for XV-9A aircraft S/N 15107 are presented

below in Table XIV and Figure 116.

TABLE XIV

AIRPLANE WEIGHING RECORD

Scale Reading Tare Net Weight Moment

R0 00tio0000 ( D 0 (D (0 ( ( (D 0 0
Left main 6,466 6,700 6,800 0 0 +8 6,466 6,700 6,808 - -

Right main 6,285 6,485 6,720 0 0 +13 6, 285 6,485 6,733 - -

Subtotal (both main) 12,751 13, 185 13,520 0 0 +21 12 751 13, 185 13,541 3,266, 169 3,370,74S 3,550,315

Tail 2,028 2, -Z5 1,620 0 0 -4 Z, 0Z8 2, 020 1,616 1, 175, 429 1, 170, 69! 999,641

Tutal (as weijhed) 14,779 15,210 .5,140 0 -5 117 14,779 15,205 15,157 4,441.598 4,541,436 4,549,956

See Figure 116. 0. 0
R = the distance from thi jig poinx to the c•-tnterline of tht main reactfons. Obt.in by 29. 5 30. 00 23. 46

measuremoent.

I diatant- fronm rveremte datuntio jig point oftho airplane, fronu,-hi,-ha pluitubbob an 285. L5 Z85. 65 2. 6 5
ý- dr,,yi-.d to the ground, Rt,,s. loi r car gcc its panel btore weighun,.

E = the distance from the refe:ence datum to the centerline of the main reactions. 256. 15 255. 65 262. 19
EI -B.

D = the distance from the jig point of the airplane to the centerline of the tail reaction. 293. 95 293, 9 332. 94

F = the distance from the reference datum to the centerlne of the tail reaction 579. 60 579. 55 618. 59
F I + D.

H = calculated center of giavity as weighed. 300. 53 298. 68 300. 19

CG = H + 0. 66 (to rotate the mea u1red cg Z clagr-es in the rotor plane) 300. 19 299. 34 300. 85

Adjusted takeoff gross weight 14. 977 at 15, 398 at 15, 382 at
uta 299. 7 sta 297. 87 ata 298.58

Wtighed at bldg 15, Culver City, 29 April 1965.6 V" -ighed at bldi 15, Culver City, 8 June 1965.

Weighed at Edwards Air Force Base, 16 August 1965 (ful at 6.40 lb/gal. temperature 28. 5 deg C).

2 d!g

Jig Point *Jack Point
Aft Face Bulkhead

Sta 285, 65

Figure 116. Weight Coordinates.
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A•-rPENDIX Viii

PILOT'S COMMENTS AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
OF THE XV-9A

A critique of the systems, equipment, and operational procedures is given

in the following paragraphs to document operating and flight experience

with the various aspects of the XV-9A.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL EVALUATION

Th1 . basic simplicity of the Hot Cycle system was evidenced during the

course of flight testing by the high availability of the aircraft for test

flights, the high ratio of successfully completed flights to aborted flights,

and the low maintenance requirements. Of the 15 flight operations con-

ducted at Edwards AFB, 13 were flown as scheduled and were successfully

completed, 1 flight vaas aborted immediately after takeoff because of a

warning light malfunction, and 1 flight was discontinued because of

another warning light malfunction.

The Hughes test operations crew at Edwards AFB consisted of 12 people

and included the pilot, project test engineer, flight test engineer, fore-

man, and personnel for the maintenance of the aircraft and test

ins trumentation.

The primary maintenance and operational problems encountered during

the program were as follows.

1. Radio

The ARC-45 radio system required considerable maintenance because of I
channeling problems in the RT-295 transceiver unit. As a result, 200

percent spares were required to support the flight test program. The
ARC-45 output power was limited, and there was difficulty at times in I
maintaining good voice communications between the test airplane and the

ground.

Z. Warning Light Malfunctions

Malfunctions of warning lights were encountered with the rotor overheat, I
diverter-valve position, and tip-cascade position-indicating light systems.

ThEse malfunctions were caused by broken wiring at solder points and by

defcctive switches.
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3. Control-Servo Dither Actuators ii
SI

These units were taken from available surplus stocks and were not
optimum in size or force characteristics for the XV-9A control-servo 3
actuators. An internal wiring failure occurred in one unit, and a rn,)di-
fication was required to the eccentric mass weight of another unit to 16
obtain proper results.

4. Blade-Tip Cascade Valve Actuation System
,e I A

On one occasion, the blade-tip cascade valve on one blade failed to go to
the fully open position following single-engine flight. There was no
adverse effect noted on rotor operation, and postflight inspection of the
rotor blade and tip cascade revealed that no damage had occurred. The
malfunction could not be repeated during ground tests, and no subsequent
malfunction occurred. The malfunction was attributed tc mechanical
hangup of the actuating linkage, which was carefully adjusted, lubricated,
and checked for proper operation following the ralfunction.

5. Diverter-Valve Maintenance

Because of structural failures that occurred with the GE J-85 diverter
valves installed in the XV-5A airplane, the J-85 diverter valves used in
the XV-9A were inspected every 5 flight hours for cracks in welds and
for general condition of the doors, seals, and valve body. This inspec-
tion was accomplished by removal of fairings and engine tailpipes.

Each diverter valve was removed once during the program for weld
repair, inspection, seal rework, and replacement of a defective position
switch.

6. Rotor Maintenance

All leading and trailing edge sections were removed after every 5flighthours
for inspection of blade spars, attachment bolts, and blade segments. On
one occasion, prior to flight 43, the 1/4-.inch-diameter spar bolts in the
constant-section segments were removed at random in the three blades
for inspection and were found to be satisfactory; however, new bolts were
installed wherever removals occurred.

The tip segment of the blue blade was replaced following flight 43 because
of excessive gas leakage at the blade-duct-to-tip-cascade joint. The 4
excessive leakage at the blade tip caused a localized over-temperature
condition at the outboard end of the rear spar, and the extreme outboard
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Year spar attachment bolt failed. The excessive leakage at the blade tip

was caused hu deterioration of ar to th.e --or ep ,'da,
of the blue-blade ducts accomplished prior to the start of whirl testing
in 1964.

The tip segment was replaced with a new unit, and the tip cascade was
reinstalled and sealed with RTV 601 sealer. No further problems were
cncountered. The other two blades, which did not have the doubler-type
repair on the ends of the ducts, were carefully inspected and no signs of
leakage or structural failures were found.

7. Rotor-Speed Gore:ning

The rotor-speed-governing system normally required ground adjustment
prior to each flight to match engine speed, power lever position, and
rotor speed properly. These adjustments were required because of
excessive "drift" of the rotor-speed-governing feedback signal.

COCKPIT LAYOUT AND EQUIPMENT

General Arrangement

The XV-9A was the first vehicle to fly with the Hot Cycle propulsion
system. The design utilized an OH-6A Light Observation Helicopter
cockpit section, flight controls, and instrument panel. The aircraft was
designed for operation by a single pilot, with minimum provisions for a
second crew member.

In addition to the normal flight and engine instruments, the XV-9A cock-
pit included a considerable number of test instruments, switches, and
counters to facilitate flight testing.

Since the OH-6A instrument panel and center console were intended for
a single-engine production helicopter, the arrangement of the XV-9A
instruments and switches was not optimum because of the space limita-
tions. On future designs, a more functional grouping of engine instru-
ments, diverter-valve and tip-cascade controls, and engine power
controls is recommended. The placement of warning lights away from
position- or condition-indicating lights would also be an improvement.

Operation of gas generators in the Hot Cycle system was satisfactory
with standard jet-engine instruments. In a fully-developed Hot Cycle
aircraft, the engine-oil pressure and temperature and rotor-oil pressure
and temperature instruments may be eliminated, as these functions could
be included in a master caution and warning panel.
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Warning Lights

The position of the diverter valves and of the blade-tip cascade valves
was displayed by indicator lights. Lights were also used to indicate fire,

rotor overheating, fuselage overheating, low hydraulic pressure, low
engine and rotor oil pressure, low engine speed, overheating of rotor oil, t

low fuel level, low fuel pressure, and open fuel crossfeed.

The use of indicator lights in a twin-engine aircraft of this type resulted
in a large number of lights and presented difficulty in rapid appraisal of A
a particular condition. For futur'e designs, the use of a master caution
and warning panel system iit lieu of warning lights is recommended.

Gas Generator Operation

The operation of gas generators in the Hot Cycle system is unique in that
there is an interaction between engines that can result in exceeding engine
operating limits for conditions of excessive mismatch. On future designs,
an engine-matching servo system and/or a simplified engine-misrnatch
indicator is recommended.

Diverter Valve/Cascade Valve Operation

The operation of diverter valves and tip-cascade valves during conversion
to single-engine and reconversion to twin-engine flight requires the pilot
to ascertain their correct positioning for successful completion of the
sequence. On future designs, a funtional-type control for operation of
diverter valves and tip cascades that would have a schematic arrange-

ment such that the position of the control would display the position of all
valves and the direction of the engine gas flow is recommended.

Fuel System Controls

The fuel system switches for control of boost pumps, tank shutoff valves,
and firewall shutoff valves were arranged in a schematic manner with the
switch position denoting the actual function of the valve or pump. The
dual-needle fuel-quantity indicator originally installed was replaced with
individual indicators having grater tr-el and im-roved dam.ping. These -
indicators provided improved readability and more accurate quantity data.

Engine-Out Warning System

The crossflow indicating system originally installed was removed prior
to the start of this program. A simplified engine low-speed warning
system was installed to activate warning lights at 92-percent engine speed.
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This system was an irmprovement; however, on future designs the incor-
poration of engine low-speed warning into the master caution and warning
panel is recommended.

Rotor Overheat Warning System

Difficulty was encountered with the rotor-overheat switches, which were
located in the cooling-air passage of the blade leading edges, giving false
warnings during both ground and flight operation. These difficulties
were usually the result of broken wires at the switch unit. Improvements
werc made that provided better support and attachment of wiring in this
Lrea. Thesc chang- greatlv decreased the number of fal, e rotor over-
heat warnings.

Diverter Valve/Cascade Valve Position Indication

Difficulty was also encountered with the blade-tip cascade valve position-

indicating switches and the diverter-valve position-indicating switches.
These problems were usually the result of switches getting out of adjust-
ment; improvement in these items is recommended for future Hot Cycle
designs.

ROTOR-SPEED GOVERNING AND OVERSPEED PROTECTION

Rotor-speed governing was operative for all flights and was generally
satisfactory during tv in-engine and single-engine flight. An undesirable
characteristic of the system was the drift of the governed engine speed,
which required pilot adjustment of the power levers to maintain matched
gas generator compressor speed (NG,) and resulted in power lever mis-
match of varying amounts.

The rotor-speed-governing system required frequent ground adjustment

to maintain the proper governed speed range and engine speed relation-
ship. Normally, this was accomplished by means of the Nf fine speed
adjustment on the engine fuel control. The procedure used was to set
both power levers at 82.5 degrees with 0-degree collective and to adjust
the Nf fuel control to attain matched Nr. on both engines for 98-percent

NR. The normal up-droop during takeoff to hover usually resulted in a
rotor speed of 100-percent NR after takeoff with minimum twist-grip

adjustment.

Rotor-speed-governing adjustments were also performed on the bypass
valves in the hydraulic rotor-speed sensing system. This technique was
used when the Nf "fine" adjustment on the fuel controls became "bottomed
out" in either direction. The bypass valve adjustments produced large
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changes in engine speed and were carefully performed. The N ''fine' I
adjustments were relatively insensitive and were more easily made.
Normally, the NG's were matched to within 0. 5 percent with the powerl

levers set at 82. 5 degree gas generator power lever angle, 0-degree

collective, and 98-percent rotor speed.

The rotor-speed-governing system was instrumented to determine the

cause of "drift" in the input speed signal. The Nf input speed and
hydraulic motor input and output pressures were recorded for several

flights. Analysis of these data showed that the torque requirements of the
gas generator Nf input shaft varied from flight to flight and consequently
shifted the governor reference speed, which also affected engine turbine
speed and power output. The cause for the varying torque requirements
of the Nf input shaft was not determined.

The rotor-speed-governing system was modified to provide the pilot with

capability to deactivate governing in the event of a malfunction. Electri-
cally operated solenoid valves were installed in the hydraulic rotor speed

sensing lines for this purpose. Rotor governing could thus be deactivated
by a switch on the center console.

Rotor overspeed protection was incorporated to avoid overspeedtng the
rotor in case of any malfunction in the power control or rotor-governing
system. A rotor overspeed of 105-percent NR tripped the limiting device

and caused both engines to go to 93-percent NG. This action was accom-
plished by use of the engine overspeed solenoid on the T-64 fuel control.
The overspeed limiting device released the signal as rotor speed
decreased to 103-percent NR and both engines returned to the original

power setting. This feature was not the most desirable, because of the

power surging effect and the rapid acceleration characteristics of the
XV-9A Hot Cycle rotor.

A wider range of "trip to release' would improve the protective capa-

bility of the system.

Rotor overspeed ' 'rips' were encountered during flight on several
occasions, during a maximum power climb and during hover at 103-

percent NR when rotor verispeed inadertently increased to 0'-percentI
NR. On these occasions, there was no serious loss of rotor power, as
the limiting device restores original power at 103-percent NR. The
overspeed system could be deactivated by the pilot, and this deactivation
was performed on occasion during maximum power climb and for speed 0 41
power or hover performance tests at NR above 100 percent.
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The use of rotor-speed governing and rotor-overspeed protection is
definitely recommended for Hot Cycle systems. The lack of a gearbox
and associated noise changes with changes in rotor speed causes difficulty
in the pilot's detection of changes in rotor speed, thus making rotor over-
speed protection mandatory. Improvements in rotor-speed governing to
eliminate "drift" in the'governed engine speed is recommended on future
designs.

POWER MANAGEMENT

The XV-9A propulsion system employs twin YT-64 gas generators, with
the total discharge flow of both engines combined and mixed in the rotor
hub ducting and exhausted at the blade 'ips to produce rotor driving torque.
This mode of operation for twin turbojet engines in a flight vehicle is
unique to the XV-9A aircraft. Power management techniques were
developed, starting with whirl testing and during subsequent tie-down and
flight testing, that provided satisfactory control of rotor speed and engine
operation for all helicopter flight modes.

The YT-64 gas generators in the XV-9A aircraft use the standard T-6.4
fuel control, which contains provisions for power turbine governing.
Rotor-speed governing is provided by utilizing the Nf (power turbine)
portion of the engine fuel control. A rotor speed signal for operation of
the Nf governors is applied to each fuel control by means of a hydraulic
speed servo system that is driven by the rotor accessory gearbox. Rotor
speed governing was operative for all flights.

The primary element for power management in the XV-9A system is the
pilot. The princip.al difference in operation of the gas generators in the
Hot Cycle system is the effect of engine interaction as a result of both
engines sharing a common exhaust area. The interaction effect is
observed by the T5-NG relationship of the engines.

Cockpit instrumentation and controls for power management are the same
as for turbine shaft-driven helicopters. The primary power setting
parameter was engine speed, NG. The individual power levers are used
to maintain both engi ne -t S appr"ki11tTly the 1 4 4l

Since the T-64 is a temperature-limited engine, the turbine discharge
temperature, T 5 , is the limiting parameter for setting maximum power,

The normal power setting technique used was to set the collective pitch
to attain the desired climb or level-flight power and to use twist-grip
control to attain the desired governed rotor speed. Individual power
lever changes were made, as required, during flight to maintain a nearly
matched NG condition.
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The technique of setting matched engine speed was found to be the most ii
of-n-s--- oer"' .. , O..ACC the YT _AAC-

responsive to power lever changes at all speeds above "Flight Idle, ' and
any change in power lever angle is immediately reflected by change in
engine speed. Analysis of engine operating data indicated that with
matched NG the two engines shared very nearly the same amount of the
exit area, which is highly desirable for optimum acceleration character-
ittics and power output, and to insure operation within the allowable
temperature limits.

The engine acceleration times were improved during this program by
changing the density settings on the fuel control from 0. 85 to 0. 69. The
"result was to decrease the engine acceleration times from "Idle"
(75-percent N0 ) to 100-percent NG from 6- to 7-second a-erage to
4 seconds. The effect of adjusting variable geometry feedback to obtain
wider variable geometric opening was also found To improve the accelera-
tion characteristics; however, all flights were flown with the variable
geometry schedule specified by General Electric operating instructions.

The phenomenon of engine rollback was experienced in the previous pro-
gram, during rotor accelerations starting from a rotor speed of
85-percent NR or below and with the engine speeds mismatched 5-percent
NG. After improvement in engine acceleration times to 4 seconds,
ground checks were run during which successful rotor accelerations were
accomplished with 5-pe.ccent N 0 mismatch starting from 85-percent NR
without encountering rollback. The engine-rotor acceleraticn character-
istics were thereby improved by the improvement in engine acceleration
times.

Pouer management during single-engine operation differs somewhat from
the twin-engine case, because one engine is diverted to overboard flow
through the engine tailpipe and is therefore isolated from the rotor.
During single-engine operation, the rotor-speed-governing function is
still operative to both engines, and the engine powering the rotor is

governed in the normal manner. The power lever for the overboard
engine is pulled back into the manual or nongoverning reýgirne during
single-engine flight. For single-engine opeý'ation, the engine speed may
be varied widely, as there is no interaction effect.

Power control in the XV-9A aircraft was affected by the jet-reaction yaw-
control valve during nonhovering flight. The effect of the yav: control
valve opening was to increase the total engine exit area, which caused 4
NG and T 5 to vary.
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Power control during minimum powez descents was satisfactory, except
fr the condition where the available twist grip authority was not sufii-

cient to bring the power all the way back to the desired power level. In

the XV-9A power lever control system, there was frequently a 1- to

1-1/2-inch mismatch in power lever angle for this condition. This was

objectionable to the pilot when making power recoveries following a mini-

mum power descent.

Occasional rotor-governing drift would cause the pilot to mismatch power

lever angle during normal twin-engine operation. This was objectionable

to the pilot, in that power lever position did not consistently retlect a

given NG or power output.

The power control system was rmarginally adequate for the XV-9A test

program. The following changes and/or improvements should be con-

sidered in future designs:

1. Increased twist-grip authority to allow a full range of
power control from maximum to "Idle. "

2. A twist-grip detent at the "Flight Idle" position.

3. Improved power lever angle coordination to eliminate

power lever mismatch.

4. Engine speed-matching by a speed control servo system.

5. Power lever versus engine speed relationship with

rotor governing operative in such a way that power lever
position always represents a given NG or power setting.

6. Improved collective-pitch control operation with a

constant friction gradient.

SINGLE-ENG:NE OPERATION

Single-engine flight was ac,:omplished during flights 40 and 42 to evaluate

single-engine operating characteristics, flying qualities, and performance.

Conversion from twin-engiýae to single-engine operation was accomplished

urlingi desent at 65-knot CA_. The prilt switch.ing fw.4-ction .-. a corn-

pletely manual, in that the diverter valves and tip cascades were sepa-
rately actuated to their proper position before continuing the sequence.

The conversion procedure was as follows:

1. Stabilize in descent at 65-knot CAS with 90-percent

NG on both engines.
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2. Actuate the selected diverter valve switch to ''Overboard"
position. j

3. Actuate the blade tip cascade valve switch to "Closed"
positloa.1

4. Verify proper diverter valve and tip cascade positions
by indicating lights.

5. Increase power on both engines.

The investigation of extended single-engine flight was hampered by the

directional stability and control characteristics of the XV-9A a, -raft.

These characteristics were discussed in the Flight Test Results section,

along with directional stability and control data that were also presented.

The directional behavior of the aircraft during single-engine flight

required fairly large rudder pedal inputs and bank angles to maintain

approximately straight flight, and the resultant yaw-control valve opening
caused considerable difficulty in acquiring performance data.

Conversion from single-engine to twin-engine operation was basically the

same as for the twin-to-single-engine operation, except for a change in

sequence of events.

The conversion procedure was as follows:

1. Stabilize both engines at 90-percent NG while in descent.

2. Actuate tip cascades to "Open" position and verify
"Open" position on indicating lights.

3. Actuate overboard engine diverter valve to "Rotor"'

position and verify rotor position on indicating lights.

4. Increase power on both engines and resume twin-engine
flight.

YAW-CONTROL VALVE CHARACTERISTICS

The operating characteristics and performance of the jet-reaction yaw-

control valve in the XV-9A were more fully evaluated during the follow-on
program for various flight conditions, including high-speed level flight,

climb, descent, and landing. 4

The primary defici ±ncy of the yaw-control valve was the power degrada-

tion resulting from rudder pedal inputs and the associated decrease in

rotor lift. During hovering flight, the gas generator speed was increased
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in proportion to rudder pedal inputs to supply the gas flow requirements
of the ya~, va.lve. During full-pedal lover turns, the rotor-governing
system increased engine speed to sup'ply additional gas flow for yaw
control, and rotor speed remained essentially constant. Engine speed,
NG, approached or reached the topping limit of 104-percent NG for this
,-ondition.

During climb and level flight, the XV-9A required right rudder trim, and
the rudders were rigged to 7 degrees right with yaw control valve neutral
(closed) to permit trimmed flight without yaw-control valve power
degradation. This procedure was only partially successful, as the trim
required varied with airspeed and the directional characteristics during
climb required frequent pilot rudder-pedal inputs, which resulted in
changing power and made the acquisition of performance data difficult.

The use of a yaw control valve operating off the main propulsive gas
generator system requires that the gas generators be topped I to 2 per-
cent below the maximum allowable topping speed because of the increase
in total engine exit area with yaw valve opening. This condition is neces-
sary to prevent engine overspeed during yaw-control valve inputs at high
engine power.

The rudder-yaw control valve cables were changed from 3/32-inch
diameter to 1/4-inch diameter prior to the start of this program to
eliminate excessive cable stretch and slop in the system. Aircraft
handling on the ground during taxiing turns was improved by this change,
and the hover turn rates were also improved.

Where a combined yaw valve/aerodynamic rudder control system is
employed as in the XV-9A, a means of deactivating the yaw valve bleed
would be desirable for those flight conditions where aerodynamic control
is available.

A yaw valve control becomes ineffective at low engine power conditions
such as an autorotational descent and landing. During a flare and
approach to hover, the XV-9A aircraft required considerable left pedal
input to counteract a nose-right turning tendency. Because of this char-
acteristic, all low-power descents were followed by run-on landings at
30- to 40-knot !AS to obtain sufficient directional control from the
aerodynamic rudder surfaces.

-i
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APPENDIX IX
PRQ(OPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST DATA f

ANiD CORRECTIONS

FUEL FLOW

The estimated performance vf thc XV-9A presented in Reference 14 was
based on the expected use of ;iardware components that are considered
to be typical of production hardw'are. These items involve the engine, .3
diverter valves, and the method ci oil cooling. The actual XV-9A used
available components, whi,..h resulted in a higher fuel consumption than
that predicted using optim.,•m components. The fuel consumption figures
in the main body of the report T}a-v;e been corrected where noted. This
appendix presents the observtep and corrected data and the method of
making these corrections, Apperdix IV of Reference 1 presented similar
data for the initial 15-hour flight test program.

Table XV presents observed fuel flow data for all data points taken during
testing, It also includes the procedure for determining corrected fuel
flow on the basis of original &ssumptions; namely, with qualification test
(QT) rather than preliminary flight rating (YT) engines, and without
diverter valve leakage. The gross weights for all hover points are given;
the basic gas conditions that determine rotor power and the equivalent
gas power are also given.

Fuel flows have been reduced 3 percent to correct for diverter valve
(2-1/2 percent) and stationary duct (1/2 percent) leakage, as measured.
This XV-9A hardware is not considered to be typical of production hard-
ware, so the data have been corrected to reflect the true system Per-
formance. Fuel flow has been corrected to reflect the better T 5 versus
P 5 characteristics of the fully qualified T-64 engines as compared with
the preliminary (YT-64) engines used during the tests. This correction
is approximately 8 percent. The proced.uae for correcting fuel flow con-
sists of first increasing airflow as the ir.-verFt, square root of T 5 , then
reducing fuel/air ratio in direct pr•!or.:i.c.-% to engine temperature rise
(T 5 - T 2 ). The final correction thus v.ares mnre than the square root of
T 5 , but not so much as the first poweri of T_.

.4
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As an expedient, the XV-9A utilizes compressor bleed to drive an a aspira- I
tor system for engine oil cooling. This system imposes an unnecessarily

large fuel consumption penalty but, to save time and money, was

employed on the research vehicle, In order to reflect the inherent rotor
system performance, the fuel flow attributable to this bleed extraction

has been subtracted from the data as plotted. This correction was no

more than 5 percent. The effect of the bleed is seen in Figure 39 as an

increase of the test fuel/air ratio at a given engine temperature rise

above the predelivery calibration. The correction of fuel flow for com-
pressor bleed amounts to moving the fuel/air ratio points from their

observed location to the General Electric calibration lines.
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